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Swash Group of Companies: An Overview
SWASH Group was incepted in the year 2001 with a global vision for providing world class
services, products and solutions in multiple industry verticals through a singular point of access
for its esteemed clients. With strength of strong knowledge base through its current strength of
highly skilled and experienced domain specialist, engineers, consultants and executives using
proven methodologies to deliver improvements to profit focused organizations as well as
potential start-ups.
SWASH has spearheaded in the field of Information Technology, Consulting, Managed Services,
Contact Centre, ITES, Education, steel, infrastructure etc. While uniquely providing its client a
full proof 100% Disaster Management System Integrated Service (DMSIS) where sensitive, time
centric and critical operations are never disrupted through its multiple wings and 100%
subsidiary companies.
The Technology wing of SWASH, Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd. is a crucial player in the
world of IT, delivering state-of-the-art solutions to its clients all over the world. It is a leading
provider of on-demand ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) solutions, Education/E-Learning
Solutions, Healthcare Solutions, providing integration, collaboration, connectivity to its
customers worldwide. Using Software-as-a-service (SaaS), Cloud Computing models, it has
transformed the way Suppliers, Retailers, Distributors, Entrepreneurs manage their work
located anywhere on the Globe.
Swash Convergence Technologies limited, is also into the development and sales of products
like KenCloudTM ERP which includes various modules like Human Resource Management,
Finance Management, Asset Management, Retail Management, Point of Sales, Customer
Relationship Management, Inventory Management, Document Management. We also have
industry specific ERP solutions like KenCampusTM for Education Industry & KenHospital for
Healthcare Industry. Swash Convergence also offers various services like Cloud services,
Enterprise Mobility Services, Big Data Analytics services, SharePoint Services, Software
Development
&
testing
Services,
Digital
Marketing
Services
(web
designing/SEO/SMO/ORM/CRO/PPC etc.). Its converged treatment approach has always been
an antecedent choice of its onlookers. In spite of the tough challenges faced back then, Swash
thrived in the middle of a global economic slowdown and always strives to provide world class
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solutions to its clients who are mostly industry leaders through the use of cutting-edge
technologies.
SWASH has an unlimited pool of knowledge resources and trained professionals from top
educational institutes. SWASH doesn’t only generate trained resources but also at the same
time has a pool of highly experienced and qualified personnel.
The company was founded on the principles of Trust, Open Mind, Vision and Knowledge.
Trust: Swash has ever been trustworthy to its customers. It is trust that keeps our customers
trying us out repeatedly and new clients swarming around us. It’s simple to say NO if we can’t
really do it!
Keeping Open Mind: In order to achieve a balanced and steady growth, Swash has always been
open to new ideas. The ideas come from both our clients and employees and we are proud to
implement most of them.
Vision: Adverse is a condition only faced when lacked vision. We at Swash let our visions stick
to the core objectives and our professional values. With the vision created within the heart and
soul of the company, it becomes easier for us to differentiate between good & bad.
Knowledge: Behind every successful organization there is a mixed importance of values, beliefs,
vision, respect and integrity. All of the above can only be achieved if there is a strong
undergoing of learning and knowledge stimulation. Swash is a place where learning is valued at
par with business. We never stop and never end climbing to the crest.

Business Division
SWASH CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
The holding company of SWASH group is
Swash Consulting Private Limited previously
known as Floret Solutions Private Limited is a
360 degree business consulting unit, core
focusing since 2001 on Business Consulting,
Management Consulting, Service Consulting, HR Consulting, Media Consulting, Technology
Consulting, Project Consulting .It has established its name and repute for being a leading
consulting company for successful implementation and execution of the committed model and
deliverables in time and perfection.
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SP INFRA DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED (SPIDEL)
SPIDEL is committed to a high standard of excellence in
all activities that strive to establish a strong relationship of
mutual trust and confidence with clients. The team is
committed to provide services at all times to the client's
satisfaction. SPIDEL builds a variety of structures for specific requirements which result in
lasting pieces of architecture and realty. We collaborate with various agencies and corporate
houses for these projects, and undertake work on a turn-key basis or any specific sub-segment
thereof. The range of our construction encompasses Residential Buildings, Commercial
Buildings and Industrial structures.

PAL EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED (PEPL)
Pal Education Private Limited is committed to provide a
unique educational process which incorporates holistic
education, experiential learning, and value added culturing,
training and development, research and development etc.

AADARSH EDUCATION TRUST (AET)
Aadarsh Education Trust established in 2008 to meet the
ever increasing demand of qualified manpower in the field of
emerging areas of Management and the Trust committed the
advancement of learning and education. Aadarsh Education
Trust with the noble vision of imparting enriched quality of technical education & management
education.
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Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd. : An
Overview
Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd. started its venture in the year 2001 by a group of young
thinkers with the aim of providing state-of-the-art business solutions and cloud services around
the globe.
With more than a decade of experience in managing global clients across various business
verticals, the company at present has made a remarkable position in global market place for
delivering quality services to its clients.
We are a global leader in technology enabled solutions for diverse enterprises. We help you
with your IT needs and strive to put you at the apex of success. We are a leading provider of ondemand Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution which integrates Human Resource,
Finance, Inventory, Production, Sales, Purchase and Customer Relationship Management. We
offer designing and developing software solutions for a wide range of commercial and scientific
applications. Our software solutions enable customers to streamline internal operations,
facilitate communication among team members, capture & share learning and innovate
improved products-quickly and easily.
In our service offerings we have various software services in our bucket. These services includes
Cloud Services, SharePoint Services, Big Data Analytics, Enterprise Mobility Services, Digital
Marketing Services like website development, Search Engine Optimization, Social Media
Optimization, Pay-per-click Services, Online Reputation Management, Conversion Rate
Optimization etc.
We feel proud to declare ourselves a Listed Partner of Microsoft Windows Azure and providing
Cloud Services for various industries. What make us ahead of the competitors’ is our quality
deliverables at an affordable price and within stipulated period of time. We always strive to
offer world class solutions to our clients who are mostly industry leaders through the use of
cutting-edge technologies.
Our Team comprises of trained professionals and experts with a mix of knowledge, dedication,
respect for others, and ability to stand in adverse situations. Our team has experience in
software development, testing, maintenance and enhancement.
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At swash, we offer our employees an opportunity to share their ideas and encourage them that
helps them to produce the best work and support them with continuous training and
education.
We are having our presence in many parts of the world. Having a development center in
Bhubaneswar, we have offices in Mumbai, Kolkata & Bangalore in India. While our International
delivery center in at New York, USA.

History
Since 2007, Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd. has been delivering exclusive and innovative
software solutions to enterprises irrespective of their size and growth. Our technical skills and
expertise in various industry segments provides efficient and useful solutions to our customers
to meet their specific industry needs.
Since its inception, Swash has always believed in providing end-to-end solutions to its
customers. We are specialized in delivering Outsourcing & offshore software Development
services, cloud products, mobile application, and desktop application to a rapidly increasing
base of cherished customers.
Swash has a team of industry experts holding wide range technical skills and knowledge. Our
devotion to perfection in providing superior services and support throughout the project
delivery process and beyond has marked success for our organization.

Milestones
As the global leader in providing Software and designing solutions for a wide range of
commercial and scientific applications, Swash Convergence Technologies enables organizations
to unravel value across their business operations. We’ve launched numerous technologies for
enterprises to facilitate and streamline their core IT processes, reinforce control, lessen costs
and spruce up the ROI since we were founded in 2001.
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Philosophy @ Swash
Our belief – to provide advanced business solutions to the customers has driven us to build,
cutting-edge technologies such as Cloud Computing, provide innovative solutions on nextgeneration and offer value oriented managed services. We respect our corporate business
ethics and believe in maintaining long term mutual gain with our clients.
We create value in our strategies through the three milestones that drive our philosophy. They
are: - Simplicity, Excellence and Excitement.
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Simplicity: - We develop personalized solutions for your business. Swash has the built-in
flexibility that is required to address the changing marketplace and your changing needs. Swash
allows its clients single point of contact for all its business needs.
Excellence: - We excel in creating values for all our clients and stockholders by managing the
best of people, implementing effective process and technology, and delivering the most
advanced solutions that are configurable and scalable to meet the different business
requirements of our clients.
We understand the customers’ requirement and provide the resources to solve to meet their
business needs. If any moment of time, they feel our assistance, we are here to help them.
Excitement: - We believe in our values and our tools to solve clients’ issues and hopefully make
their lives a little easier. We start each workday with excitement and complete determination
to give best effort in delivering business solutions.
Business Diversity
The general objective of our business approach is to allow customers to have full access into
the project consistently. By dividing the projects into equal cycles, we are able to concentrate
on all parts of the business in detail without you feeling affected. Your professionals are led by
our project analysts and experts to meet the progress easily and on time.
Throughout the years we have developed our product business process to a level where we can
truly assess the size and cost of a project ensuring that we are able to provide it on time.
Our Business Approach
Our key technical services advisors can assist you integrate your processes, requirement
analysis, design, integration and implementation, validation, installation and maintenance to
rightly follow corporate methods. Our key approaches include:





Design Work and schedule
Alternative Opportunity Evaluation
Business Forecasting
Process impact Analysis
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Wide Industry Experience
Each of our strategic services executives are with decades of industry experience. Moreover,
you’ll have catch to business experts who bring profound understanding to organizational
priorities and process assessments.
To know how Swash’s business strategies are able to organize your business processes, also
maximize your tasks, contact.

Certifications & Memberships
Swash Convergence Technologies Limited is a certified software development company. Our
work has earned us several recognitions and memberships over the period. You can see the
entire lineup below.

Our Certificates, Memberships & Achievements:
Microsoft Center Of Excellence
Swash Convergence has rich experience in developing Microsoft Windows/web/internet based.
NET desktop applications. Swash Convergence Technologies Limited offers comprehensive
services and solutions built on the Microsoft Platform that empower you to adapt to these
evolving technologies in the most proficient and cost effective manner.
Our Microsoft Technology Center of Excellence has extensive experience in providing
innovative solutions catering to the specific requirements of our clients. We have a team of
highly skilled and certified associates, consultants, developers and architects working on the
Microsoft Platform, whose combined skillset allow us to implement and maintain innovative
solutions.
The Swash SharePoint team has been delivering projects across the globe and helping clients
collaborate better to make more effective and productive business decisions. With the right
onsite/offshore resource deployment, Swash offers the most cost-efficient solution that adds
maximum value to you and addresses your key business needs.
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Among the top PEM ERP providers recognized by NASSCOM:
Based on NASSCOM-Frost Sullivan research Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd has been
recognized for its KenCloudTM ERP as best ERP offering approved under PEM approach.
NASSCOM and Frost & Sullivan have developed a Product Excellence Matrix (PEM) that
recognizes Indian software products across defined categories that have achieved a strategic
approach and excellence to growth.
According to the research, the ERP market is being driven by factors such as increased
awareness among business and IT teams about the criticality of automation and integration of
the process as well as the impact on revenues, profitability and competitiveness.

Windows Azure Featured Partner
Swash Convergence Technologies has been recognized as one of the Microsoft Windows Azure
featured partners.
Through its committed Cloud Solutions team (KenCloud™ ERP), Swash offers customers the
competence and tools required to planning, design, analysis, implement and deploy successful
Windows Azure cloud system.
We were accredited as a Windows featured Partner in terms of our wide expertise in planning
and deploying cloud solutions based on the Windows Azure platform. Being also recognized as
part of the Microsoft Windows Azure featured partner is a testimonial to our cloud services
professionals delivering crucial public cloud services to our valued customers.
"Customers” business locations are crossing geographical boundaries and they are expanding
their scope from a single product or service to multiple offerings. A unified, integrated, secure
ERP solution which is cross platform and device independent has become a need of doing
business. KenCloud™ ERP solution powered by Azure and built on Microsoft technologies has
given us the unique edge to provide a blended ERP product solution that is enterprise-ready,
scalable, and highly secure. It enables global redundancy of data and the ability to provide rich
analytics and user experience on mobile, desktop, or the web," said Pritam Pal, CEO, Swash
Convergence Technologies Ltd.
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Microsoft Small Business Specialist
Swash’s Small Business Specialist Certification attempts
to recognize the ability and specialization of their partner
network in helping start up and small-to-medium
businesses by tackling their business challenges through
IT solutions.
As with any Microsoft Partner Network competency,
training and certifying staff on the latest products and technologies—from a technical and a
sales and marketing perspective—provides a competitive advantage and helps partners offer
their customers the most relevant solutions in market. To assist partners in attaining their
competencies, the Microsoft Partner Network offers learning paths to help partners prepare for
the required competency exams. When partners earn the Small Business competency, they will
have access to additional training resources to help them get up to speed with the latest cloud
technologies.
A set of core benefits are provided to every partner of Microsoft. We are privileged to have
these benefits.








Use the Microsoft Partner Economic Model to help you estimate profit and loss for new
business opportunities related to Microsoft Cloud Solutions
Determine customer needs by using the Infrastructure Optimization Partner Assessment
Earn Bing Ads credits to help you run your customers’ search advertising campaigns for no
cost
Administer a company account on behalf of a customer with delegated administration for
Microsoft Office 365, Windows Intune, and Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online
Access internal-use software licenses (in addition to those you receive as part of your core
partner
benefits) for products related to this competency
Earn incentives for selling and fulfilling Microsoft Volume Licensing Open program licenses
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ISO 9001:2008 Certificate
Swash’s ISO 9001:2008 standard certificate demonstrates
its ability to consistently provide product that meets
customer and applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements.

ISO 27001:2005 Certificate
Swash’s ISO 27001:2005 standard certificate is awarded
after audit of Information Security Management Systems
(ISMS), recognizing the organization's commitment to
Data Security.
Swash Convergence Technologies Limited is an ISO 90012008 and ISO 27001:2005 certified Software
Development Company based in Odisha, India. It has been operating independently since 2001.
This certification defines the commitment of Swash to adhere to the organization’s policy for
continuously improving the products and services to exceed its customers’ satisfaction. We are
dedicated to maintain the highest level of effectiveness and responsiveness in our services we
deliver. Moreover as an ISO certified company, we ensure all internal procedures and systems
are of the highest standards.

Quality Policy We Follow:
 Excellent customer experience by providing high-quality products and services to our
clients
 State-of-the-art technologies and innovative ideas to enhance the services
 Proper monitoring of task delivery within the time allocated
 Performance appraisal of employees for their career growth
 Focus on building long term customer relationships
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NASSCOM member
The year 2013, Swash Convergence Technologies become a
Member of NASSCOM (National Association of Software
and Service Companies, the global trade body and the
chamber of commerce of the IT software solutions and
services industry in India), a dignity given to some based on
their quality in the IT sector. As a member of NASSCOM,
Swash Convergence Technologies is ready to reach out to
thousand global entrepreneurs in the field of Information
Technology.
Certified with NASSCOM membership, Swash Convergence Technologies has enhanced its
standing as an innovative and developing software development organization. Being an
authorized member of NASSCOM, we try to increase our standards for unique software
development processes. Earning the affiliation indicates our powerful key management
structure with feasible results.

Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance is the primary key to the coherence of organizations and their economic
health. It makes sure all stakeholder interests are met, by building a culture of integrity, clarity
and responsibility in business exercises among employees, investors, clients, colleagues,
management and the Board.
At Swash Convergence Technologies, we discern one of
the important accountabilities of acting as an industry
leader is setting a leading example for others to follow.
This is a responsibility we are glad to perform.
Swash is dedicated to carry out its business operations
as per all pertinent rules and regulations, and with the
superior levels of business ethics. The basic objective of
Swash's Corporate Governance is intensification of the
lasting shareholder value. We are devoted to an
impartial and translucent corporate conduct by careful management supervision, implementing
an internal control framework to control risk and manage responsibility, and enforcing scopes
for scrupulous compliance across the corporation.
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Company’s Vision, Mission & Value
Our Vision:
To become a leading international supplier of IT solutions & Services, that drives performance
and enhance value proposition of our customers by providing exclusive IT solutions.

Our Mission:
Our mission is to deliver high-end and cost effective custom corporate software development
and IT outsourcing services to our customers helping them in their requirements. We are
committed to help people and business across the world understand their full potential.
Swash Convergence Technologies, an organization with powerful business ethics, provides a
pleasing workplace for its people. We praise innovation, support passion and create long-term
relationships based on hope and admiration.

Our Values:
The company stands on the ethics of Trust, Open Mind, Vision and Knowledge.
Trust- Swash believes in standing on the trust of its clients which is an essential component for
a long-term relationship. It’s our loyalty which has made our clients to work with us.
Keeping Open Mind- Swash appreciates the new ideas and thoughts coming from both the
employees and clients’ side. We welcome the new ideas and implement those as and when it is
required for the development of company.
Vision- Swash carries a clear vision and goal incorporated with professional values and cultural
ethics.
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Knowledge- Swash believes in sharing knowledge as an ongoing learning process at par with
business.

Our Offerings (Products & Services)
The focus of Swash Convergence is developing the system framework interface while managing
the complete change for your business operations. These procedures have ended up being
extremely practical and useful to your whole business development. Our services take into
consideration your endeavor to stay side by side of the most recent technical progressions in
the field of Information Technology. The employees at Swash have the ability to help you pick
the most productive cloud platform and tools, alongside the innovative technological assets
important for your business success.
Swash’s robust combination of services focused completely on meeting enterprise based
requirements is outlined to gracefully lead our clients into the cloud with assurance. Our
methodologies, execution and control, safety and service levels are proven to accommodate
tough and challenging needs. We specify success by aiding our clients/customers by attaining
higher performance and get cutthroat advantage. We provide world’s best software products
and services to large or small companies all over the world.

Swash Products:
 KenCloudTM ERP ( HRMS, FMS, RMS, DMS, POS, CRM, IMS, EAMS )
 KenCampusTM ERP ( Entire Campus Solution)
 KenHospitalTM ERP (Healthcare Solution)

Swash Services:







Cloud Services
SharePoint Services
Enterprise Mobility Services
Big Data Services
Software Development & Testing Services
Digital Marketing Services ( Web Development/ SEO/ SMO/ ORM/ CRO/PPC etc)
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Product Portfolio
Our portfolio spans several industries and business process areas with a comprehensive focus
on business outputs. Each product is produced using industrialized global development
capabilities and Swash's high industry expertise and understanding of huge Performance
Business processes. Our product highlights are as follows:

KenCloudTM ERP:
NOW GIVE WINGS TO YOUR IDEAS

KenCloudTM ERP is one of the most robust and innovative Cloud ERP solutions which enables an
integrated enterprise software environment to improve performance of your business. It helps
an organization computerize and coordinate all operations and procedures. It allows your
employees to team up with predesigned workflow. Since the requisition based on the web, it
offers opportunity to gain access to data from anywhere of the world at the click of a button,
which allows all the employees including the business owners to get access to the framework.
Features

 KenCloudTM ERP is developed with the usage of all the latest technologies, for example Big
Data for the rapid data processing and faster responses
 KenCloudTM ERP integrates all the processes of your businesses with fully automated
functions to save your time and cost. It is designed keeping in mind both technical and nontechnical users, loaded with a lot of intuitive feature and thus require very little training to
use it
 KenCloudTM ERP is an E-2-E solution. Designed on the web-based platform, KenCloudTM ERP
available utilizing any Internet browser on any platform, be it Windows, Android or IOS
Key Benefits










Amalgamation of various Business processes
Eliminates human error from the business making the business more efficient
Better control and view over key information of business
Improves cost efficiency – better profitability and lower cost
Provides expandability and mobility to the business
Zero cost of Ownership
Ease of Use (User friendly workflows and interfaces)
Improved time and money management
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Supports Growth and scalability as well as diversity in business
Helps in staying ahead of competition
360-degree view of your business, anytime, from anywhere
Secured - Hosted on highly secured Microsoft Azure servers
Automatic updates and upgrades

What makes KenCloudTM ERP different?
Promoter is an IT Architect – understands the products in the industry & have made KEN
CLOUD one notch better through their in-depth domain expertise
KenCloud’s IT architecture and nuances which is exhaustive at the back-end & user friendly
& secure in the front-end, is a key USP
Not too complicated for deployment as well as use
Simple console and report availability in only “3 clicks” make the software very easy to use
Extremely cost competitive in the industry, ‘pay per user’ models. Zero cost of acquisition
for the buyer
Telephony integration - SMS and Conference Gateway Embedded.
100% mobility solution for tracking and managing through all versions of Android, iOS, RIM,
Windows based phone, tablets and express pads

Core Modules:









KenCloudTM HRMS (Human Resource Management System)
KenCloudTM FMS (Finance Management System)
KenCloudTM AMS (Asset Management System)
KenCloudTM RMS (Retail Management System)
KenCloudTM LMS (Learning Management System)
KenCloudTM DMS (Document Management System)
KenCloudTM POS (Point of Sale)
KenCloudTM CRM ( Customer Relationship Management)
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KenCloudTM HRMS (Human Resource Management System)
Add value to your HR Practices
Overview
It is a reality that the right workforce will make all the difference starting from generating
innovative ideas to overall productivity of the organization. In today’s business era, importance
of people is being measured by the cost incurred on them. Because majority of the corporate
expenditure comprises of employee salary, benefit packages, and hiring cost etc. The basic
concern of the organizations is to reduce total corporate expenditure by effectively managing
their workforce. Thus, the main objective of HR should be to achieve excellence over the
manpower by improving the efficiency and productivity level.
When it comes to cost saving, KenCloudTM HRMS offers you with integrated human capital
management solution which allows you to control all attributes of labor management so as to
get optimum productivity. Our distinguished and customizable HRM solution facilitates every
organization to effectively manage and overcome any issue related to HR.
KenCloudTM HRMS helps you to boost up every penny invested on employees by maximizing
the level of output. It ensures futuristic approach towards effective recruitment management,
employee management, payroll management, attendance management, training management,
performance management, workflow management, appraisal management, and lot more. In
short, it is a complete HRD life cycle management application environment.
Product Highlights

KenCloudTM HRMS is a complete package to take care of Employee Management using
various functions including recruitment, training, work assignment, evaluation,
performance appraisal, rewards, etc.
Recruitment Management allows HR managers to automate Job Requisition, Recruitment
Project Creation, Registration of Applicants, Receiving Applications, Arranging Interviews
and Hiring with NO or lesser paperwork.
Attendance and Leave management is one of the basic functions in KenCloudTM HRMS
which not only helps HR Managers to track the employees but with the help of Calendar
Management they use many more functions for keeping track of birthday alerts, emails,
holidays, etc.
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The Payroll Management automates payroll and salary processing with all the supporting
functionalities.
Conducting a Training Need Analysis, Registering Trainers & Venue, Calculating Budgets,
and Conducting Training is possible using Training Management.
Benefits

















Amalgamation of various HR processes
Eliminates human error from the business making the business more efficient
Better control and view over key information of manpower.
Seamlessly controls several steps throughout the recruitment process.
Allows you administer timekeeping and leave management planning
Consolidate your organization’s payroll processing
Increase productivity and employee satisfaction. Lessens expenses.
Provides expandability and mobility to the business
Zero cost of Ownership
Ease of Use (User friendly workflows and interfaces)
Improved time and money management
Supports Growth and scalability as well as diversity in HR Practices
Helps in staying ahead of competition with efficient and productive manpower
360-degree view of your workforce, anytime, from anywhere
Secured - Hosted on highly secured Microsoft Azure servers
Automatic updates and upgrades

Additional Modules
Recruitment Module:
Recruitment Module rationalizes and fast-tracks the whole hiring process right from recognizing
current vacancies, generating job postings, monitoring applications, planning interviews,
choosing candidates and appointment of new staff members.
Key Features:





Applicant self service
Search candidate pool
Interview management
Manage recruitment agencies
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 Generate job postings
 Resume management
 Assign interviewer
 Applicant status
Staff Information System (SIS):
KenCloud Staff Information System is a centrally managed database of employee information,
controllable and customizable, reportable and retrievable.
Key Features





Employee Reports
Team / Department / Division Management
Employee Data Management
Employee Service Management

Attendance & Leave Management:
Leave and attendance system is an integrated system covering two major human resources
tasks of your company.
Key Features
 Management of Employee Timesheets
 Tailored attendance recording according to customer system (Manual/ Biometric/ Auto/
Access Card)
 Staff Attendance Maintenance & Monitoring
 Leave Management
 Leave Reimbursement Process
 Form Attendance Rules according to HR Policy
 Describe optional holidays
Compensation Management:
The international payroll management system helps the end-to-end global payroll information
management process, crafted to provide a best tool for all payrolls.
Key Features
 Income Tax Management
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 Automated form 16
 Employee Benefits payouts
 Claims management
 Automated Pay slip
 Payroll Management
 Automated Declaration forms
 ESI/PF
 Loans
 Reimbursement
Performance Management:
KenCloud Performance Management is a comprehensive solution to meet your performance
appraisal requirements. It substitutes irritating and time-taking manual staff performance
evaluation processes with an efficient performance evaluation cycle.
Key Features
 E-Compensation
 Setup of Appraisal Managers & Appraise
 Appraisal Management (Planning & Review)
 Track & Monitor Performance; Learning & Development
 Goal/ KRA/ Journal/ Development Plan/ Competency Management
 Determine Key positions so as to prepare candidates to close the vacancies on time
 Appraisal questionnaire template creation
Employee Self Service (ESS):
ESS module enables the employee to maintain his/ her own profile that can then checks
business updates needed from and by the employee.
Key Features









Internal Job Postings
Meeting scheduler/My meetings
Company policies
Job profile
Employee Profile management
Employee referral
Employee Directory
Organization Structure
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KenCloudTM FMS (Finance Management System)
Adapt, Apply & Change the way you work
Overview
Swash Convergence Technologies Ltd. ‘s KenCloudTM FMS (Finance Management System) is a
comprehensive and flexible solution for all financial functions of an organization which includes:
General ledger, Accounting, Budgeting, Cost center, Accounts payable, Accounts receivable,
Asset accounting, Cash management along with a detailed reporting ability for organizational
and shareholder’s use.
Product Highlights









General Ledger – Automatic posting of financial transactions, tax handling, recording and
reporting.
Accounts Payable - Instantly updates each supplier account, including the amounts owed
and how long debts have been outstanding, analysis information on each transaction on
how and when payments are made, integrated workflow for invoice approvals, updates to
records etc.
Accounts Receivable - Easy invoice entry, payment follow-up, registration of payments and
analyzing sales information, automatic reminder letters, charging interest on late payments,
recover receivables before they become bad debts.
Cash and Bank management
Preparation of Budgets using automation processes
Linking of Asset Management with Asset Accounting in terms of tracking of purchase cost,
depreciation cost, amortization cost, etc.

Benefits







Enhance decision making process across the company
Increase business performance with real-time methodologies and role-based dashboards.
Our KenCloudTM FMS maintains compliance with applicable accounting standard
KenCloudTM FMS software strengthens your collection, billing and payment tracking
process
Our FMS system eliminates manual data entry and reduce costs
Wipe out the expenses and hazards of integrating business activities across different
platforms
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Improved Collaboration
Simplified Processes
Speed Wins
A single System of Record
More analysis, less accounting
A better user experience

Additional Modules
General Ledger:
The General ledger module allows unlimited number of accounts in the chart of accounts. It
allows users to go down the details of financial transactions. With General ledger module,
accurate financial statements can be produced whenever you want. It also generates
information from other modules to present financial reports & statements. It also gathers all
the financial data from every branch of your business & gives you an accurate Annual financial
report.
Key Features:











Maintains complete audit reports
Allows quick location of any accounts related document with search option
Maintains your last financial year’s budget information
New accounts can be easily added during journal entry
It saves a lot of your valuable time while entering data with its automation feature
Allows only authorized users to void transaction
Budget report can be sorted by each department
Allows customization of financial statements
Prints Trail Balance, Journal Reports, Account Reports
You can change the general ledger format to Excel, Word, Access, Text files etc.

Accounts Payable:
Our Accounts Payable module allows you to collect past expenditures, plan current cash
management & accurately predict future expansions. With this module you can monitor,
control & predict cash flows of your company in a more effective manner. You can build a good
relationship with your vendors & suppliers as this module helps you to understand your
vendor’s details & business closely. Instantly updates each supplier account, including the
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amounts owed and how long debts have been outstanding, analysis information on each
transaction on how and when payments are made, integrated workflow for invoice approvals,
updates to records etc.
Key Features:






Maintains complete supplier information with date & time.
Easy tax calculations.
Provides full bank reconciliation.
Provides instant information on your supplier’s/vendor’s invoices, debit memos, open
credits.
Automatically validate for duplicate invoices.

Accounts Receivable:
This module provides effective operation in all major accounts receivable. Important
information can be store, retrieve & access for unlimited number of customers. Invoices &
account statements can be generated while customer payments can be done automatically.
It can do a better customer service, sales evaluation, sales performance, cash flow for your
business.
Key Features:











It can track customers’ open credits and deposits
Quick creation of records of past as well as new customer accounts
Customers can be placed on credit hold
Provides instant inquiry of customer information including: invoices, credit memos, debit
memos, payments, application of open credit and application of deposits
Allows flexible payment terms
It allows tracking of invoice discount dates and amounts, and due dates
Tracks sales by customer, sales representative and sales account
Sends an alert message to you when a customer exceeds credit limit
Optionally provides warning of duplicate invoice numbers for each customer
Invoice forms can be customized by the user

Cash & Bank Management:
Cash & Bank management module is the centralized location where all cash & bank related
inflow, outflow information is being recorded. It helps monthly reconciliation of bank
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statements, check/draft transactions. It allows you to monitor & predict cash requirements.
Cash management helps in secure & efficient cash payments. Bank management helps in set up
checks, monitoring deposits, payments & bank balances.
Key Features:








It allows all type of payments like cash, card, online payment, bank deposit
It handles return checks, bank debits & credits
Credit card & Debit card settlements can be performed
Void checks
Account to account transfer
Balance Alert
It accepts various cash deposit vouchers

Business Asset Management:
KenCloudTM FMS combines the traditionally separate domains of fixed assets and inventory with
the ability to manage and account for all your business assets – from high-value, low-cost assets
like laptops and mobile phones to intangible, high-value assets like rights and licenses. And it all
happens in a single, unified system.
Key Features:






Manage your asset roster, depreciation, and lifecycle accounting
Define, track, and account for both tangible and intangible assets
Track low-cost and zero-cost items that have high value or liability (e.g., mobile devices or
security badges)
Assign custody and responsibility of items to workers to prevent cost leakage and security
risks due to worker turnover
Account for business assets according to accounting rules and track according to business
use

Real Time Financial Reporting:
By combining a unique, event-driven accounting approach with built-in controls and a robust
multi-company, multi-currency model, Workday securely delivers financial records and reports
with speed, accuracy, and complete auditability.
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Key Features:






Get immediate visibility into financial performance with real-time, consolidated reports
Reduce the time spent compiling, reconciling, and consolidating data from fragmented
systems
Enable finance to provide improved business-decision support
Generate reports on the fly with flexible, ad-hoc reporting
Securely access financial reports from anywhere using a web browser or mobile device
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KenCloudTM AMS (Asset Management System)
Access Info. Anytime Anywhere.

Overview:
When it comes to managing overall assets of the organization, almost every asset intensive
industry is facing difficulty in effective management.
A structured asset management solution can deliver enormous advantage in terms of long term
availability of assets with low maintenance, certainly results to efficiency, reliability and
improved life cycle performance.
In order to maximize Life time value (LTV) of the assets, the organization needs to track the
activities related to the assets, acquire detailed and updated information, and ensure that they
align with the organization’s strategic and operational objectives.
Asset tracking and management has never been easier as KenCloudTM AMS brings you
calculation of assets appreciation and depreciation as a piece of cake. It provides an insight of
all your enterprise assets, their conditions and work processes for effective planning and
control. It helps you in Asset Management, Retail Management, Point of Sale, Requisitions,
Procurements, Depreciation, Amortization, Annual Maintenance Contract, Insurance, Vendor
Management, Warehouse Management, Audit Management, Tagging, Packaging, Shipping,
Store Management, Inventory Management, Service Management, and Contract Management
and so on.
Product Highlights:









Depreciation Calculation and Financial Asset Management
Asset Lifecycle Management
Barcoding - tagging and periodically scanning assets to ensure correct inventory
Planned checking of assets- keeping inventory maintained
Retail products management
Point of Sale (POS) software for retail industry
Packaging and shipping of products
Purchase orders, GRN, GRT, and Vendor management
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Benefits:
 KenCloud Asset Management can save organization’s money in by identifying
unproductivity and improving more aggressive strategies, and by lessening hardware
costs.
 It also lets you do better communication across multiple facilities, and offers extra clarity
into business operations. As small amount of time is given conveying messages across
teams, organizations can also boost productivity and reduce additional costs.
 It is Easy to use, takes no time to implement
 KenCloud AMS reduces the risks of inaccurate calculations

Additional Modules:
Turn-Key Cloud Based Solution
 Being an easy to use, cloud based asset management solution greatly reduces or eliminates
the need for IT staff to be involved in the rollout and use of the system. This allows IT staff
to focus on providing other value added services.
 Easy to Use Designers & Wizards make it easy to tailor the system to your needs.
 “Know How” Videos are available to guide you if you get stuck.
 Friendly and knowledgeable support is just a phone call away.
Data Import
 Easily import a spreadsheet of Assets using the built in Data Import Wizard.
Bar Code Scanning
 Quickly lookup assets by scanning a Bar Code on your Smart Phone or Tablet (requires
iPhone 4 and above, iPad Mini, iPad with Retina Display or Android based Smart Phone or
Device with an Auto Focus camera).
Mobile device Accessibility
 Quick and easy access to information through PC/Tablet/Smart Phone.
 Ease in looking up asset records by typing search words or scanning Bar Codes.
 Maintain the accuracy of your Asset Inventory by easily updating the asset records from
anywhere.
Information Security
 Multiple layers of security are built into the Cloud Hosting environment.
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 SSL Encryption protects your data as it transfers from your computer, tablet/ Smartphone
to our servers.
 Layers of Intrusion Detection prevent unwanted access to your data.
 Password Strength features enforces strong passwords so they are not easily guessable by
password cracking tools.
Scalability
 Whether you have a few hundred assets or a million, the system will grow with you.
 The asset management software was designed to handle growth.
 The Cloud Hosting environment can dynamically increase server capacity as it is needed.
Flexibility
Our Asset Management Software was designed from the ground up to be highly flexible and
easy to use. Data Fields, Data Entry Forms, Record Lists, Work Flows/Business Rules, Reports,
Dashboards and more can easily be changed as your business needs change
Business Rules & Work Flows
 Work Flows and Business Rules can easily be defined in the Work Flow Designer to
automate many manual processes.
 Trigger email notifications based on a set of conditions to keep team members or managers
informed.
 Automatically create and assign maintenance requests based on certain criteria
API Data Integration
 Eliminates the need for managing data in two places by automatically synchronizing the
asset record changes.
 Add KenCloud AMS Asset records from another system.
 Search or get a list of KenCloud AMS Assets from another system.
 Automatically add a Maintenance Request in another system when the asset is flagged as
Broken or a Next Maintenance Date occurs.
Reporting & Dashboards
 Single click Access to summarized information on Dashboard Charts with full Asset details.
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 A Basic Report Builder allows you to step through a Wizard to select the data fields you
want to report on and define how you want the report data grouped, sorted and filtered. It
also allows you to create click through charts that can be place on a Dashboard.
 An Advanced Report Designer can be used to take basic reports to the next level. The
designer gives you complete control on how you want the report to look.
 The Dashboard System allows you to define multiple Dashboards for different purposes (i.e.
Operations, Manufacturing, Marketing, etc.)

KenCloudTM RMS (Retail Management System)
Solution for a smooth Retailing
Overview:
Customers are seeking convenience like getting everything under one roof with a wide range of
options to choose. They also prefer to shop through online and from mobile devices. Today the
challenge for most of the retailers is to ensure a healthy margin by improving customer
experience and strengthening loyalty. The paradigm shift in consumer behavior and the
availability of cutting edge tools are the main reasons for revolution in retail industry. In future
the successful retailer would be those who can predict the exact need of customer and
accordingly invest and develop creative solutions to map with the needs and hover themselves
according to the changes as when occurs.
KenCloudTM RMS enables retailers to convey an E-2-E retail software solution that unites POS,
CRM, ecommerce, inventory, marketing and finance on a single platform. With our RMS System
retailers are empowered to provide significant and captivating experiences, offer more
products and drive customer satisfaction across multiple channels. It offers solutions to suit the
whole range of retail businesses, from companies with one outlet to large chains with multiple
stores and provides a 360 degree view of retail operations.
Product Highlights:






An end-to-end application to deal with your whole retail business
easily support various locations and multiple channels
Direct coordination with on premise POS
Effective e-commerce competencies
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Wide inventory, purchasing and order-management functionality
Strong CRM & marketing methodologies
Cutting-edge accounting and financials
Easy customization for your particular retail needs
Economical than on premise RMS.

Benefits:









Reduce risk of software procurement
No overhead expenses
the business can continue offline because the POS can run without online connectivity
Upgrades warehouse data automatically
Integrate and update demand and supply cycle
Coordinates retail channels with online stores
Automate PO processing
Collect customer information via POS

Additional Modules:
Point Of Sales
Key Features






Perform all tasks from a single screen for quick checkout
Perform returns, exchanges, and discount
Multiple ways of selecting products (barcode, product directory, search bar)
Item card with picture, inventory level, price and stock availability
Smart till management and blind reconciliation

Inventory Management
Key Features






Manage all the Accounts Payable related activities
Manage Suppliers, returns and undelivered items
Track inventory levels in real time across all stores
Efficient inter-store inventory transfers and requests
Perform Inventory counts partial or complete
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Employee Management
Key Features






Role-based security
Monitor employee activity and attendance remotely
Automated commissions and payroll calculations
Transaction tracking
Restrict organization access data

Customer Management
Key Features






Store and track customer info
Handle credit sales
Customer card shows all transaction details
Manage customer via customer grouping
Customer can have a preferred price list

Reporting
Key Features






Pre-formatted and customizable reports and dashboards
Receive notifications when there are unusual activities
Aggregate data to run "organization- wide” reports
Automatic, in-built and ongoing daily stock take
All reports exportable in excel and PDF format
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KenCloudTM LMS (Learning Management System)
Be Innovators, rather than being early adopters
Overview
In this era of Globalization, All your partners, customers, branch offices, employees, vendors
are geographically distributed. It needs one bond to tie everything. Especially now-a-days as
online education is the fastest moving trend, your students, faculties, offices have no
boundaries. They can avail your service from any corner of the world.
Our KenCloudTM Learning Management System (LMS) allows our valuable clients to publish
media-rich web-based training & e-learning modules. In-built templates allow creating own
homepage, student certificates and exams in an effective manner. It creates organizational
structures, assignments, assessments and online learning sessions without any complicated
coding.
Whether you’re tech savvy or new to the game, KenCloudTM LMS provides a platform for you to
communicate around the globe. Our LMS is built to accommodate and meet the needs of any
organization, irrespective of size.
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Product Highlights:








Set up quicker with open activity architecture
Enhance user adoption with a customized, spontaneous user experience
Supports the advanced learning and development of your team
Including tools help to simplify user management and increase visibility with advanced
reporting
Get employees on the run with mobile and off-line learning capabilities
Offering configuration on multiple languages
Simple to configure, run and use

Benefits:








KenCloudTM LMS Supports multiple languages
Integrated learning provides your learners the best of both such as: online training and
Instructor Led Training.
Our user interface supports learning on multiple devices, providing your users the space to
select their learning device.
Customized and transformable, giving learners a dynamic learning experience that looks
after their special training requirements.
KenCloud LMS is easy to use. Easy navigation makes this the favorite LMS amongst
organizations.
Reduce costs and increase learning with KenCloud LMS
Increase business productivity and employee efficiency through targeted skill development

Additional Modules:
Student Management
Student Management software system allows you to perform a set of operations linked with
student life cycle spanning from initial admission to alumni management.
Features:





Automatic Approval/Rejection Rules
Multiple Funding Methods
Discipline Management
Applications and Admissions
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Student Profiling
Registration
Alumni Management

Student Admissions
Applications and Admission consists of Applications Processing Workflow Admission Cycle,
Student Profiling, and Automatic Approval or Rejection Guidelines to restructure the Institute
Application as well as Admissions.
Features:




Comprehensive Enrollment Administration with custom Online Applications and Admissions
Formats
Effort-less Student Admissions with automatic Approval as well as Application Routing
Computerized approval of online Applications and Rejection Guidelines with Student
Management System

Faculty Management
Faculty Management Software lets you to maintain complete faculty management data such as
academic qualifications, skill sets, and contract documents and set triggers to alert faculty and
managers about the contract expiry dates and so on.
Features:






Career Portal
Feedback Management
Faculty Profiling
Faculty Scheduling
Research Information System

Exam Management
KenCloud LMS Exam Management Software is an exceptional exam management system that
can successfully systematize and rationalize exam planning and implementation and has been
intended to make the examination procedures stress-free as well as paper free.
Features:


Design Examination Rules
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Organize Faculty Accessibility and Job with Invigilator Assignment
Manage Defaulter Records
Maintain Examination Timetable
Organize Different Examination Formats with Examination Management System
Manage Examination venues and Book Resources along with Logistics Management
Plagiarism check with Misconduct Management
Disciplinary Action

Course Management
KenCloud LMS course management system allows you to prepare courses, form structures,
publish and describe curriculum, prepare process flows and create fee structure.
Features:








Term or Semester Management
Assessment Type Configuration
Grade Calculation
Academic structure
Price Book Setup
Grading Structures Definition
Course Calendars

Content Management
KenCloud ERP content management system assists you to prepare, manage and deliver highquality online learning content cost efficiently and at fast pace.
Features:









Manage control authoring, updating and issuing with content management software
Flexible content workflow management for learning environment and Content Approval
Process
Check all the available content types using content viewer
Maintain learning object catalogue
Content Metadata Controlling
Prepare and customize quizzes & quiz creation wizard
Maintain Sole Depository of all the queries along with Question Bank
Maintain Courses using Content Management System
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KenCloudTM DMS (Document Management System)
Now empower your Business with best use of your data, resources & operations
Overview:
A research shows 80% of the documents, we store in our office are on papers. It doesn’t matter
how much we make our work automatic, one can’t change this fact of modern offices. Paper
documents are still flying from one cabin to another in offices. Often documents are lost or
misplaced or misused. Rarely one keeps back up of these data. Any disaster can take you out
from the business. That’s why SCTL developed Document Management System. It makes your
paper documents into a digitalized online storage, transfer system.
KenCloudTM DMS is an effective, Microsoft Azure cloud-based Document Management
System that increases output and automates crucial business processes. This advanced
software offers compelling document management features, which can be used by
organizations irrespective of their sizes.
KenCloudTM DMS builds a very important vault of enterprise data with a specific end goal to
encourage learning creation and enhance business decision making.
Product Highlights






Send documents of any format
Live with big files
Store and share all types of documents
Documents can be edited directly in KenCloudTM DMS without any additional software on
your system
A single person or a team can process their data and share them with other authorized
users

Benefits





Increased efficiency through shared practices
Higher cost effectiveness
rapid sales cycles
improved customer relations
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lessened product time-to-market
Better decision-making
No hardware or licensing costs
No software installs or upgrades
Quick implementation
Access from anywhere, anytime

Additional Modules:
Secure Web Client
Access your documents on any browser using the Web client. Provides secure access to your
documents over the internet.
Access from any Device
Access information on the go using your mobile devices. Also, available via web browser to
Mac, Linux and Windows RT.
Granular Permissions
Control who has add, edit and delete powers as well as what documents each user can access.
User Activity Audit Log
Track when & which documents are being accessed by each user
Version Control
Retain unlimited versions of documents and revert back to any older version at any time. A new
version of the document is created when a document is saved after changes have been made.
Recycle Bin
Prevent accidental deletion of documents by having the ability to recover documents.
Unique Labeling & Organization System
KenCloud DMS uses labels instead of folders so you can assign multiple categories to a
document instead of only one. This means that each document can be found under multiple
categories, and each category can be combined with others to help find documents quickly.
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Comprehensive Search Engine
KenCloud DMS has a comprehensive and powerful search engine that includes post-scan optical
character recognition (OCR) in English, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish
languages. You can also search by labels, dates and even any comments you made about the
document
Easy Document Classification
Using OCR, KenCloud DMS will even suggest labels while you’re scanning and importing to help
you quickly and easily classify your documents as you add them to the system. You can also add
labels at any time by simply dragging and dropping the label onto the document.
Inbuilt Screen Capture
Capture anything you see on your computer screen and save it directly into KenCloud DMS. You
can also perform Optical Character Recognition (OCR) on the screen capture so that you can
find it easily later.
Included PDF Converter & Printer
Create PDFs from webpages or any other application that supports printing and save them
directly into KenCloud DMS using the KenCloud DMS virtual printer.
Automated Folder Monitoring
Continuously monitor specified folders for activity and automatically import documents into
KenCloud DMS. You can even specify various options that can help automate processes in your
organization based on which folder the documents are imported from.
Industry Standard PDF Format
KenCloud DMS saves your documents in PDF format and automatically creates searchable PDFs
of any scanned paper document. The Searchable PDF feature includes live text with PDF
images, enabling you too easily and accurately search for information in PDF documents.
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KenCloudTM POS (Point of Sales)
Now give your Customers a wonderful shopping Experience
Overview:
An effective point of sales software for a retail store is essential to ensuring ongoing
profitability. The majority of sales transactions still occur in brick and mortar stores, and you
must choose the software for retail stores that enables you to increase efficiency and bolster
customer loyalty.
If you’re a specialty retailer, KenCloud POS is the ideal software for you- whether you need
fashion retail software, a POS for clothing stores, or a POS for shoe stores. KenCloud POS is
used by specialty retailers in all verticals- including apparel, jewelry, cosmetics, and footwear.
Our POS software is easy for store associates to use. They can even use our mobile POS
software to accompany customers in their shopping journeys. Using our POS inventory system,
store associates can also locate inventory at any point in your retail chain, ensuring customer
satisfaction.
Selecting the perfect POS software for your retail business is crucial to your success, as it allows
you to adequately look into your investment, savings and profits, allowing you to take positive
business decisions with control.
Take care of your whole store, products and customers through by choosing our POS software
KenCloud POS.
Product Highlights:











Ability to offer from anyplace inside and outside and instantly connect to your customer
Ready to serve remote accessible reports
Work out a tally on stock levels and structure price depending on stock level automatically
Price check and override (manager override)
Firmly accept electronic payments
Easily Customizable
Customer Management
Customer Relation Management
Product Management
Order Management
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Inventory Management
Sales Management
Payment Management
Kitchen Management

Benefits:
 Our exclusive POS solutions include the whole sphere of functionality encompassing
Logistics, distribution, inventory management, Unified online store and point of sale.
 KenCloud POS software offers increased visibility into the enterprise, empowering retailers
to set better decisions often. It lets your company to counter quickly to volatile market and
its challenges.
 One of its kinds among POS solutions it brings down the work allocated with opening up
new stores and makes mobile POS, pop-up shops
 Our POS solution is more cost-effective to manage.

Additional Modules:
Payment Processing:





Process credit cards securely to comply with PCI
Discount entire sale or selected items
Perform voids, returns and exchanges
Issue and redeem vouchers, gift cards, and store credits

Mobility:





Use iPod Touch, iPad or PDA-type mobile terminals to perform sales transactions
Perform sales transactions away from the cash register to line-bust
Look up customers’ purchase histories while interacting with them on the sales floor
Receive real time sales and inventory updates on your mobile device

Customer Service:





View customer data to cross sell and up sell
Place customer orders and reservations
Create gift registries for customers
Manage after sales services, including alterations and repairs
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Back Office Operations:





View inventory in real time across channels
Perform stack transfers and manual stock adjustments
Place replenishment orders and receive from suppliers
View reports, such as daily sales graphs

Employee Management:





Schedule employees according to in store needs
Enter employee hours and export to payroll
Credit items sold to specific sales reps
Set up and manage sales commissions

Reports:
 KenCloud POS will allow you to generate, preview & maintain daily sales reports.
 By using this you can review sales trends of each individual product, department, store,
vendors.
 You can get the details of your top performing product, sales person, and vendor.
Remote accessible
reports

Order Management

Auto stock calculation

Inventory
Management
Sales Management

Price check &
override

Payment
Management

Accepts electronic

payments

Easily
customizable
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KenCloudTM CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
SIMPLE SOLUTION, GREATER EXPERIENCE
Overview:
The lifeblood of every business is targeting the new customers, acquiring, engaging and
retaining them for a longer period so as to gain loyalty and maximize the profitability. In today’s
business environment customers are well known about you, what you do and accordingly
expect high level of customer service. With the use of effective technological tools, collecting
and analyzing customer information becomes easy, which is certainly required to build
relationships in the first place. Our cloud based CRM solution KenCloudTM CRM is a total CRM
result that mechanizes your sales and marketing, client administration and other verticals. It is a
fully automated Customer Relationship Management (CRM) with creative functionalities to
ensure effective Returns on Investment (ROI).
According to a report by Gartner, cloud-based CRM deployments currently represent more than
40 percent of all CRM deployments, and look set to reach 50 percent during 2015.
KenCloudTM CRM software provides an online Customer Relationship Management solution
that offers a company with a better view of its clients; supports automating crucial sales
operations- from leads assessment to marketing campaigns and allows decision makers to
effectively execute customer focused strategies and make sure efficient sales management.
Product Highlights:
 Sales Management - comprehensive set of sales tools, to manage people, processes and
information
 Service Management - drive customer satisfaction and constantly improve the quality of
your customer support
 Marketing Management - manage your campaigns and measure their effectiveness
 Knowledge Management - innovations, best practices, integration, improved performance,
competitive advantage, and continuous enhancements
 Sales Task Automation & Follow Up Tracking
 Sales Order Generation & Sales User Performance Tracking
 Easy Access to Sales & Customer Information
 Quick & Responsive Customer Services
 Improved Forecasting Capability
 Fully Customized Sales Dashboard with Different Bar, Funnel, Pie & Line Charts
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Benefits:









Manage the most of sales opportunities
Turn prospects to customers directly from CRM
Regularly execute business development across the organization
Provide timely communication
Simply calculate project costs and generate customized proposals automatically
Offer exclusive customer service and keep track of your client information
Easy to install and use
Easy to personalize and tune with your business

Additional Modules:
Campaign Management
Key Features
Execute & manage CRM Campaigns
Implement CRM promotional campaigns
Check and manage details of CRM campaign- campaign goal, type, status etc.
Initiate efficient e-mail promotion campaigns using user-described lists as well as e-mail
templates.
Export list of CRM campaigns to different formats such as .csv, .pdf and so on.
Free & professional Email Templates:
Lead Generation and Management
Key Features
Computerize and speed up lead management (lead creation, qualification, conversion &
sales opportunities)
Get leads right from your site with the help of Web-to-lead form & manage successfully in
KenCloud CRM
Import all the leads from different external sources- trade shows, web downloads, direct
mail, seminars, and other campaigns
Create lead assignment guidelines to mechanically allocate sales-ready leads to the
concerned sales persons
Tailor Sales process for both B2B and B2C business settings
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Contact Management
Key Features
Monitor all contacts and concerned sales prospects, sales operations and related details
from a central repository.
Manage contact hierarchy with your client company to realize better coordination while
dealing with customers.
Import external resources and sales contacts and various business applications.
Establish contact assignment guidelines to automatically allocate contacts to the workforce
in your company.
Sales Forecasting
Account Management
Key Features
Extensive Accounts Details
Extensive Accounts Service in addition to Support services
Spreadsheet functionality
Put an activity, Opportunity, Contact or case
Import Documents
Export Company accounts
Order Management
Key Features
Cut-down excessive paperwork and mistakes by allowing sales to convert opportunities to
order with a single click
Pace up the order management process using automated approval & workflow
organization
Integrate pricing and discounting guidelines automatically to quotation process, allowing
real-time quotation management
Improve average order size by incorporating smart up-sell management to order capturing
process
Enhance satisfaction of sales team by estimating incentive compensation automatically
and updating quota processes
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Document Management
Key Features
Tagging
Share
Document previews
Document storage
Search
Document lifecycle management

KenCampusTM ERP:
Campus Management Software
Overview
Social, technological, and economic drivers are transforming education and training around the
world. In educational sector, IT infrastructure is getting more rigorous as new technologies are
being introduced rapidly. To address this need, an institution must have an Education
Management System which should take care of the requirements of students, educators and
administrators.
KenCampusTM ERP services are cloud based and allow a stronger and integrated network
creation of student data. It helps institutions with a suite of offerings that caters to seasonal
academic events and access to examination information, course materials and ongoing classes
to have a backup of all the information whenever required. Making use of cloud services can
improve and extend the level of education they offer.
Product Highlights:
KenCampusTM ERP is complete campus management software for school, colleges and
universities.
It gives campus wide integrated framework that automates and organizes institutions
various resources, operations and administration.
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Its exceptionally durable and collaborative platform helps making an institution
unconstrained by time and place with expanded collectiveness, flexibility, convertibility,
pervasiveness, and worldwide integration.
The framework allows all users to safely access what they require, when they require and
give easy access to the information.
Benefits:
 The Best User Friendly Interface
 One Software for Multiple types of Institutions
 The Most Flexible Platform
 Reports accessible from any device by email
 Secure Data from Unauthorized Access
 Highly Versatile Deployment Options
 Single database management system
 User friendly institute management software
 Complete automation of staff management
 Budget preparation and financial planning
 Full-fledged library management system
 Creates several reports such as: grade cards, financial reports, attendance report etc.

Modules:
Admission Management:
Automate and manage whole admission process starting from scheduling online/offline
entrance examination to appropriate student selection.
Key Features
 Receive applications for admission online.
 Generate automated sequential application form and admission numbers based on your
preference.
 Evaluate candidate’s eligibility for admission.
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 Option to schedule entrance examinations for the students.
 Automate and manage overall admission process and admit the students.
Fee Management:
Verification of fee receipts, generation of fee receipts and managing admission audit log report
can be done easily.
Key Features
 Separate
fee
structure
can
be
created
for
category, concession etc.
 Internal and external examination can be managed.
 Maximum and minimum marks can be set for each subject.
 Auto generation of rank list based on each exam.
 Auto generation of class wise progress report with grades.
 Auto generation of individual progress reports of students.

students

based

on

Academic Management:
It includes Course syllabus creation, time table management, attendance management, leave
management and assignment submission.
Key Features







Syllabus Management
Online Assignment Management
Online exam Management
Student Feedback and Complaints
Online Lecture and Upload Lecture Notes
Online Course Management

Examination Management:
It manages creation of question paper, marks & grades submission and finally declares the
result.
Key Features
 Exam management with mark entry.
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Internal and external examination can be managed.
Maximum and minimum marks can be set for each subject.
Auto generation of rank list based on each exam.
Auto generation of class wise progress report with grades.
Auto generation of individual progress reports of students.

Transport Management:
It helps the institution in tracking the bus routes, stoppage, and tracking the current location of
bus.
Key Features






Vehicle Details
Fuel Details
Employee Details – License Expiry Date
User Details – Staff, Student
Stages and Route Allocation and more.

Hostel Management:
It helps in managing Student Details, Inventory, Daily Expense, Student Mess Bill, Student
Attendance etc.
Key Features






Student Details
Inventory
Daily Expense
Student Mess Bill
Student Attendance etc.

Library Management:
It manages books with their codes, keep a record of book issued to avoid missing books from
library and if any book went missing, the librarian can track it with the help of KenCampusTM
ERP.
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Key Features







Maintain library rules and return of materials
Maintain complete list of books
Option to enroll the student and teacher
Facility to renew and reserve the book
Option to view list of books along with their quantity details
Facility to set maximum loan period and fine period for the library

KenHospitalTM ERP:
Complete Hospital/Clinic Management Software
KenCloud Hospital Management System is a fully integrated Hospital Information System,
offering a full suite of tools for clinical tasks, hospital & patient administration.
KenCloud HMS provides rich integration within the front office clinical and back office
administrative modules, giving administrators access to information within and across different
departments.

Product Highlights:
System Administration:
This module enables control of the system administrator on the functioning of the application.
It helps the administrator to decide upon. Access rights to the users. There operational area
within the application.
Patient Management: (OPD & IPD)









Assign Unique Registration Number to each Patient
Linked with Appointments, OPD Billing, Diagnostic Centers and Pharmacy
Online Appointment Scheduling Facility
Facilitates entry of MLC Number for Accident Cases
Enable Cash Collection from Outpatients for Consultations
Procedures and generate a Cash Receipt
In case of Credit Account Cases, generate Bill for the Services offered with
Credit Account Code and name of the beneficiary and reimbursing
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Company Account towards the treatment expenses provided by the Hospital
Generate Cash Collection and Revenue Summary Reports for daily reconciliation and
posting to Finance
(ADT) Admission - Transfer – Discharge
Enables On-line Bed Status Monitoring (Vacant, Occupied, Blocked, Maintenance, etc.)
Based on intimation from concerned Nursing Station updates bed status for transfer or
discharge of a patient.
Generate transfer request form and discharge intimation slip and other records required at
the time of Discharge.
Facilitates in preparation of discharge summary as per the specific Format defined earlier
(Specialty- wise), saving several precious hours of Patients.
Provide links to all relevant Modules with date and time of admission, transfer, discharge
or death to update Patient Database.
Inpatient Billing and Cash Collection
Maintains Activity chart for entry of facilities daily utilized by patients
Calculates bed charges automatically
Calculates other Facilities/Service charges automatically for the Direct Patients and
Patients from the Corporate Companies, Patients from the Insurance Companies and
package Patients as per the Tariff List defined in the Billing Setup
Generates receipt for Deposits/ Advances and Bill (Interim) or Final for settlement.
Enables generation of In-Patients Register, Billing Register, Collections Record, etc
Provides linkage with Surgery Management, nursing Stations Module, Diagnostic Centers,
Operation theatres, Dietary services, Pharmacy for capturing of facilities offered to
Patients and Billing to respective patient's Folio
Provides Linkages with Financial Accounts for Updating of related revenue Accounts

Pharmacy Management:






Facility for Creation of Drug Table with each Drug Name, Cost Price, MRP, Sales Tax, etc.
Preparation of Purchase Requisition based on minimum Stock Qty. & Dynamic
Consumption Qty.
Notification of stock level of medicine at billing time
Central store – Sub Store Facility
Keeps track of expiry dates of drugs
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Supplier-wise receipt of Drugs, verification of Qty, received, agreed .Purchase Price (Cost
Price), free Qty. supply (if any), etc. and verification of Suppliers Bills. The Supplier Bills are
automatically updated
The Pharmacy Management Module enables On-line entry of all documents and updates
the respective Stock
Issues of Drugs to Patients from any location automatically update Patient's Billing folio
Billing and Collection are linked with Financial Accounts
Automatic notification to pharmacy of drugs prescribed by doctors from OPD/IPD and paid
by the client.
Keeps track of the patients waiting for the medicines and enables pharmacist to be ready
with them before patient arrives at the counter
Daily consumption report showing fast & slow moving items
Issues of Drugs to Patients from any location automatically update Patient's Billing folio
Billing and Collection are linked with Financial Accounts
Automatic notification to pharmacy of drugs prescribed by doctors from OPD/IPD and paid
by the client
Keeps track of the patients waiting for the medicines and enables pharmacist to be ready
with them before patient arrives at the counter
Daily consumption report showing fast & slow moving items
Issues of Drugs to Patients from any location automatically update Patient's Billing folio
Billing and Collection are linked with Financial Accounts
Automatic notification to pharmacy of drugs prescribed by doctors from OPD/IPD and paid
by the client
Keeps track of the patients waiting for the medicines and enables pharmacist to be ready
with them before patient arrives at the counter
Daily consumption report showing fast & slow moving items

Laboratory Management System:





Covers all diagnostic units, both sample based and image based
Diagnostic orders processing
Single point entry and authorization for results
Laboratory register maintenance

Radiology Information System:


Covers all Sub Centers Viz., X-Ray, Ultrasound, CT scan, MRI, etc.
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Radiology Orders Processing Worksheet for Out Patients and In Patients
Radiology Department Inventory Management
Radiology Department Register Maintenance
Accurate, up-to-the-minute patient data and charge information
Tracking Order Status

OT Management:





Maintenance of surgeon’s O.T. schedule
Finalizing the confirmed surgery schedules based on the availability of OT, surgeon,
anesthetist and special equipment required.
Printing of surgery schedule for a surgeon and for an operation theatre
Recording of pre & post-surgery details O.T. and anesthesia registers

Blood Bank:










Donor registration at hospital premises
Physical examination
Bag number and donor number generation
Cell/serum grouping and validation
Serology test entry and test validation
Component separation and requisition
Stock maintenance
Maintains expiry of blood and blood components
Detail Information through instant SMS

Ward Management:





Patient Admission, Information
Allocate & Release Bed Facility
Patient Transfer & Discharge Interface
Records Nursing Care Facilities

Financial Accounting:




Integrated with Out Patients Billing, In Patients Billing, Stores Management & Pharmacy
management
Creation of Chart of Accounts
Voucher Generation
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Cash & Bank Books
Purchase Register Journal Book
Trial Balance
Balance Sheet with Schedules , TDS ,Certificates & Statutory Statements
Bank Reconciliation.

Management Information System:








OPD and IPD Information
Information about stores management
Hospital statistics including bed occupancy
Operation statistics
Death case and causes
Personnel related information
Financial information including costing, statistics, patient-wise, test-wise, bed-wise etc.

Benefits:
Easy Installation of Hospital Management Information System
Availability of Patients History at any point of time.
Easy data retrieval with single mouse click.
On line occupancy status at any point of time
Fully parameterized Billing Structure with security features to implement new schemes and
Services provided by the Hospital.
Graphical User Interface with user friendly screens.
Export of MIS Analysis reports in Excel/Word/Pdf format for future reference.
Comprehensive Search and Analysis Features through a powerful search engine.
On line availability of Interim Bill at any point of time.
Auto alerts through SMS and e-Mails to Doctors and Patients.
Better quality of care, procedures and service to Patients.
Control over the costs incurred by diagnosis-related groups.
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Service Portfolio
Swash’s services incorporate various plans so you can pick the level of service that’s best for
your organization. All our plans are outlined to spruce up user adoption and raise output. Our
Services include the following:
Our Services Includes;









Software Development Services
Enterprise Mobility Services
E-Commerce Application Development Services
Rich Internet Application Development
Big Data Analytics
SharePoint Services
Cloud Services
Digital Marketing Services
Website Design & Development
Search Engine Optimization
Social Media Optimization
Pay-Per-Click
Online Reputation Management
Conversion Rate Optimization

Software Development Services:
As apparent from our technology focus, Swash has in-depth ability covering a large portion of
the key technological differentiators in the business sectors today. Swash has delivered custom
software and consulting solutions to clients in various industries like Software companies,
Education, healthcare, banking and financial services, logistics and transportation,
infrastructure and many more. Swash can provide Off-shore development that guarantees costviability without compromising on quality.
Our excellent approach towards building a robust web application for you ensures you
maximum ROI. Your expectations of higher productivity and sales should mature with a strong
web application which is completely automated with complex architecture, robust application
integration features, secure and reliably hosted.
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As professional experts we have created innovative ideas and roadmaps needed to build a
durable, reliable web application that reaches out to your customers through their search
habits. We give greatest importance to the security of data and applications while our network
team assures zero downtime if hosted from our advanced servers and Cloud.

Benefits of Swash’s Software Development Services:








Comprehensive analysis of application requirements and needs
Creating well defined application design, architecture to ensure a robust and secure
application
Following the well proven methodologies
Pre-defined roadmaps to help the development cycle run faster and hence save time and
money
Aggressive testing procedures and Quality Analysis followed to provide a flawless
application
Year-round support and maintenance services
Exclusive Hosting and Cloud Deployment services with minimal cost
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Enterprise Mobility Services (Mobile Application Development)
“We are a one stop service provider for all Mobile Application Development solutions based on
all the advanced technologies available in the business”.
Here in Swash, we provide all leading technology platforms which include Android, Windows,
iOS, BlackBerry. All our dedicated developers are genius in their domain which provides us
competitive advantage over our competitors in the market.
Our Mobility Services includes:
Android/ BlackBerry/ Windows/ I-Pad/Symbian Application Development & Maintenance
Concept creation, Specification writing & Graphic design for Mobile Apps
Mobile Web Development & Optimization
Mobile Application Testing
Mobile Application Security
Mobile Promotion & Ad Network
Mobile Analytics
Our Mobility Solutions includes:
Mobile Commerce
Social Networking
Image Processing
360 Video Players
PDF Viewers
Streaming
News Readers
Geolocation
Why Swash’s Mobility Services?
Our organization's software developers and
consultants understand the significance of mobile
solution needs for safety, availability, manageability,
and dependability. Swash mobile development
services make sure these needs are met and are
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reinforced by:
Best Mobile architectural practices
Strong knowledge in iOS, Blackberry and Android development
Strategic consulting capability
UI design and development
HTML5 development
Strong Industry verticals domain knowledge
Hybrid Cloud hosting for mobile apps

E-Commerce Application Development:
Swash has got more than decades of
professional experience in creating number
of online business solutions such as B2B
applications, B2C applications and a lot
more.
Adaptability, security and the efficiency to
comply to increased demands are core
propositions of our e-commerce solutions
that empowers your organization to swiftly
and
adequately
respond
to
new
opportunities, minimize time-to-market and
operational expenses and increase overall productivity. Your organization will benefit from our
years of e-commerce application development expertise.
Following are the features of e-commerce solutions Swash offers to its clients:








Dynamic Ecommerce sites with interactive features
Shopping cart integrations
Online Shipping process
Online Payment Gateway Solutions
Online ticket submission
Instant receipt generation

Our dedication to perfection guarantees your e-commerce software solution will convey a
complete on-line experience.
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Our Technical Skills:

 GUI: HTML, DHTML, XML, XHTML, ASP.NET, PHP/MySQL, C#, AJAX, JavaScript, CSS,
Photoshop, Dream Weaver etc.
 Database: SQL Server, Oracle 10g, MS Access
 Shopping Carts: osCommerce, Virtuemart, Magneto, Zen Cart etc.
 CMS: Joomla, Drupal, Zend Framework, etc.

Rich Internet Application Development:
Rich Internet Application (RIA) that is a web
application with similar features of desktop
application software. The characteristics are
typically delivered through an independent
Sandbox, Java Script or a Virtual Machine. RIA
provides rich user experience and increases
efficiency. RIA could be leveraged to give users
with great experience that is deployable across
browsers and desktops.
RIA assists in understanding and using complex
business methods by showing majority of the
information in a single integrated interface
instead of the user moving from one interface to
another. Since Swash has been providing web
solutions for long time to its customers, we naturally follow RIA that increased value of our
services.
Our RIA Features:








Provide solutions to small, medium and large business processes
Use standard protocols supported by .Net, PHP etc.
Seamless Integration with server, PDAs, PC, Smartphones, POS terminals etc.
Interactive websites development with Flash and Microsoft Silverlight technologies
Animated Banners development
Introduce dynamic elements in your user interface
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Our RIA Advantages






Provides users a richer experience.
Keep pace with customers increasing expectations.
Increase customer loyalty and produce higher benefits.
Influence existing Infrastructure, workforce and processes

Our Technical Skills:

Swash Convergence Technologies works on the following RIA based technologies:
 Microsoft Silverlight Development
 JavaScript AJAX development

Big Data Analytics Services:
Fact & Figures












Every minute we send 204 million emails, generate 18 million Facebook likes, send 278
thousand Tweets and up-load 200
thousand photos to Facebook.
Google alone processes on average
over 40 thousand search queries per
second, making it over 3.5 billion in a
single day.
570 new websites spring into existence
every minute of every day.
1.5 million more data savvy managers
needed to take full advantage of big
data in US.
The big data industry is expected to
grow from US$10.2 billion in 2013 to
about US$54.3 billion by 2017.
Projected demand in 2018 in US is
around 500 thousand experts.
1.9 million IT jobs will be created in the US by 2015 to carry out big data projects.
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VOLUME
Large amounts of data

VELOCITY
Needs to be analyzed quickly

VARIETY
Different types of structured and
unstructured data.

What is driving the demand for Big Data Analytics?







Advanced predictive analytics
Social media growth
Explosion of media devices
Real time censor data
Cloud computing
Cyber security

Swash provides creative and value driven big data solutions that assist companies keep,
transform and analyze big amounts of structured and unstructured data. We focus the big data
solution that best benefits the specific requirements of the business. Our specialists give the
expertise required to figure out where to focus to get the most value from big data.
Swash’s Big Data Services:






Swash utilizes Big Data solution for its Software Application developments with the help of
Windows Azure along with services like Active Directory, Business Intelligence, Azure
Service Bus, Blub Storage, Notification Service, etc.
Swash helps clients leverage data inside the company to enhance each decision, be it
choosing a new industry to enter, forecasting market trends, developing process
improvement or minimizing development expenses.
We have knowledge over the range of big data capabilities including data warehouse, data
management, data visualization, and industry analytics.
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Swash’s Big Data team can give a guide toward the acknowledgement of a big data
objective, including proof of concept, definition of business requirements, solution design,
implementation, and management.

Swash powers a strong offshore Big Data team:






Developers, testers, data engineers, production support team, release team and platform
team
Economical resources to organize and support big data activities
Leading data engineering competencies to exercise big data analysis
Big data infrastructure promotion and development.
Partners with the main solution platforms in Big Data

Our Big Data solution in the Cloud includes:









Scale to petabytes on demand
easily integrate on-premises Hadoop clusters
Process unstructured and semi-structured data
pay only for what you use
Develop in Java, .Net, and more
Spin up a Hadoop cluster in minutes
No hardware to buy or maintain
Visualize your Hadoop data in excel

Swash Big Data & Analytics: Value Proposition







Extensive set of capabilities across big data and analytics
Pre-integrated components accelerate value
Pre-built industry and horizontal solutions
Integration and optimization with storage and infrastructure
Delivered in multiple forms: software, appliance, and cloud
World-class consulting and implementation drives innovation and value.

Commercial ventures including BFSI, health, technology, life sciences, technology,
manufacturing and retail are applying big data technology to develop both analysis and
operational abilities. Swash provides big data design, implementation and support to help you
bridle the power of your enterprise data, giving your organization actionable insight that will
upgrade the basic structure.
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SharePoint Services:
As one of the nation’s premier Microsoft partners, our objective is to help our customers
produce real and concrete business profit from Microsoft's advanced technologies. From Cloud
enactment to on-campus results, we aid
customers of all sizes guarantee they attain the
greatest value and result from their input.
Swash has been taking a shot at Microsoft
SharePoint domain for the last few years and
we can guarantee you SharePoint is one of the
best areas for Enterprise class applications
development. We offer genuine and innovative
development, support and hosting services for
Microsoft SharePoint. We have performed endto-end SharePoint based implementations for
many industry verticals including Insurance,
Education, Retail, Manufacturing and Financial Services organizations.
What is SharePoint?





The business collaboration platform for the enterprise and the web
Allows individuals in an organization to easily create and manage their own collaborative
Web sites
 Simplifies how people find and share information across boundaries, and enabling
better informed decisions
 Seamlessly integrates with Windows and MS Office
Does not refer to a specific product or technology
 Using the word “Microsoft SharePoint” is like using the word “Microsoft Office”
 Refers to several aspects of Web-based collaborative solutions

Swash SharePoint Services:





SharePoint Custom Development
SharePoint Implementation
SharePoint Deployment
SharePoint Site Branding
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SharePoint Web Development
SharePoint Custom Workflow
SharePoint CMS
SharePoint Business Intelligence & Reporting
SharePoint Migration
SharePoint QA & Testing
SharePoint Infrastructure Services

SharePoint Custom Development
Our SharePoint Custom Development Services help you understand SharePoint’s possibilities,
both on premise and on the web. Swash works with your company to plan and develop the
solutions that influence SharePoint’s numerous coordinated characteristics and competencies.
These applications can unite with existing systems, accordingly consolidating SharePoint with
crucial business developments.
SharePoint Implementation
Our SharePoint team group makes a careful planning on the application design, system plans,
User Interface layout, content pages, and workflow association and so on. After the successful
planning and execution the distribution is done either on Cloud, On-campus or accommodated
on our own servers relying on client approval. Our easy yet logical implementation process
makes us one of the picked SharePoint development partners for our customers.
SharePoint Deployment
Swash’s certified SharePoint professionals can assist your business consistently and costeffectively deploy and redesign to SharePoint 2013. By joining hands with Swash, you can
reduce deployment and upgrading issues and expand the quality of your SharePoint
investment. We additionally offer solutions on Cloud Computing where your data is protected
as well and On-Premise deployment.
SharePoint Site Branding
SharePoint site branding is a solution intended to help (or make) corporate identity for
SharePoint sites and pages. Swash furnishes SharePoint branding on all the conceivable levels
incorporating:
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Custom graphic design
Development of page layouts
Customization search results page to match overall site design

SharePoint Web development
We build top-notch corporate websites. Our focus is on a contemporary design, easy-to-use
and flexibility.
We work closely with customers to recognize their particular configuration necessities,
proposing changes and progressions to upgrade the correspondence and enhance the site. Our
development people use the cutting-edge technologies in creating the sites and achieving
design prerequisites.
SharePoint Custom Workflow
We give personalized workflows that will help disentangle business processes inside the
company. We have competent SharePoint personnel who will evaluate your business
requirements, and outline a workflow that will rearrange business operations and streamline
them. Utilizing your SharePoint venture in SharePoint 2013 gets simple with using our services
to create customized workflow development to expand your business productivity.
SharePoint CMS
Our SharePoint experts have deep expertise in SharePoint Administrative OOTB features and
SharePoint designer 2013 for the development of rich Content Management Systems. Our
SharePoint web developers have deep experience in XSL, XML and XSLT concepts which
facilitates web development using SharePoint Designer 2013.
Talk to us to execute SharePoint content management system and get a completely sensible
Enterprise Content Management Platform alongside an assemblage of synergistic
characteristics
SharePoint Business Intelligence & Reporting
Business Intelligence results bridle data mining, data warehousing, and reporting usefulness to
unleash chances to enhance client administration, control expenses, expand benefits, and settle
on better choices speedier. These results empower companies to accumulate information from
different sources, manufacture and deal with an enterprise data warehouse, and make smooth
yet clear analysis tools accessible to all workers.
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Our group of specialists can help you in creating Business Intelligence instruments which can
help you to







Congregate information from numerous sources and distribute on the web.
Build-up your company’s reports in the report center
Connect to outer information sources.
Build and track KPI's for your teams
Use Filter web parts to make subsets of information.
Use dashboards to impart status and drive movement.

With Reporting Services, you can make intuitive, graphical, or free-form reports from relational
multidimensional or XML-based information sources. You can distribute, schedule reports
processing, or access report. Reporting Services likewise allows you to make impromptu reports
dependent upon predefined models, and to intuitively investigate information inside the
model. You can select from a mixture of viewing formats, export reports to different
applications, and subscribe to published reports. The reports that you make might be seen over
a Web-based connection or as a major aspect of a Microsoft Windows application or SharePoint
webpage. Reporting Services gives the way to your business data.
Swash Convergence Technologies can create applications which unite basic data from different
sources and make it open to wide spread users when it is required. We likewise guarantee the
security of your information and data.
SharePoint Migration
Our SharePoint migration group offers relocation benefits that incorporate; analysis, prototype
planning and execution of different source content over to SharePoint. Our proven technique
and powerful tools have effectively migrated Terabytes of information to SharePoint in the
most unpredictable customer environments.
SharePoint QA & Testing
Swash’s QA and Testing Services combine state of the art testing tools, proven testing
procedures and testing team who focus on quality and performance of the product. Drawing
from the last 14 years of our testing expertise over different commercial ventures, our testing
team has made best practices, frameworks & tools to systematically perform testing tasks
and ensure maximum code coverage for any projects.
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We are aggressively involved in Requirement Testing, Functional and GUI Testing, Usability
Testing, Integration Testing, Migration Testing, Security Testing, Code review, Automated
Testing and Performance Testing.
SharePoint Infrastructure Services
The extent of this service offering comprises of imagining, arranging, and creating a strong
SharePoint Server 2013 structural planning which mulls over adaptability, security and
accessibility.
The essential objective of conveying a fruitful infrastructure planning engagement is to upgrade
the client's business frameworks and operations with the suitable level of prerequisites gettogether and technology planning.
Swash offers the best infrastructure services for Microsoft SharePoint. Our Enterprise
SharePoint Infrastructure solutions help larger entities drag up the benefits of outsourcing
while maintaining functions and features with predictable monthly fees.
Our SharePoint Infrastructure expertise includes Software licensing & Compliance, Data Center
& Infrastructure, Data Protection & Offsite Data Recovery, Network & Security services and
Continuous Technical Support & Lifecycle Management.
Some of the Common Uses of SharePoint:
Project Management:
Every department within an organization like Sales, Marketing, Accounting, HR can create a
SharePoint site for their internal projects. They can manage that more easily & efficiently.
SharePoint ensures employees always have accurate & up to date information on project.
Document Management:
SharePoint allows you to create folders known as Document Libraries. These can contain any
file you wish to upload. (Word/PDF)
SharePoint's deep integration with Microsoft Office programs allows your team to share and
collaborate using tools they are already familiar with. Here are some of the ways you can use
Office programs with a SharePoint team site:


Save documents to document libraries from Office Excel, Office Outlook, Microsoft Office
PowerPoint, Microsoft Office Visio, or Office Word
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Use Microsoft Office Access or Office Excel to view and edit data stored in lists on your
team site
Synchronize your Office Outlook calendar and contact lists with your team site
Share business plans, photos, drawings, documents and much more
Create a Document Workspace site from Office Word

You'll always have easy access to important documents wherever you are. The SharePoint
document library lets you access important files from any computer with an Internet
connection and a compatible Web browser. In addition, team members can easily review
documents and projects by using the team site.
Business Search Engine:
Using SharePoint to organize documents makes it easy for employees to rapidly find
information that would otherwise remain inaccessible on an employee local computer.
SharePoint goes well beyond simple document searches, however: Employees can also quickly
find users, conversations, announcements and more.
How our SharePoint service can help your Business:
Provide a simple & consistent user experience
Easily manage documents & helps ensure integrity
Simplify everyday business activities
Help meet Regulatory requirements
Effectively manage & repurpose content
Simplify access to business data
Connect employees with information & expertise
Accelerate Shared business processes
Provide a simple, integrated platform
Take document sharing to a new level with robust storage capabilities
Provide a cost effective foundation for building web based applications
Easily scale your collaboration solutions to meet your business goals
Reduce the complexity of securing business information
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Cloud Services:
For organizations that want to bag new opportunities and establish a competitive position,
Swash Cloud Services give end-to-end results that scale up or down as required. We
accommodate with consulting network, mobility services so that you can concentrate on what
matters – innovating, developing and providing customers an extraordinary experience.

What we offer:
Swash enables organizations in leveraging cloud computing using Microsoft Azure platform
which facilitates them accelerate and empowers enterprise wide Cloud adoption, rejuvenation
and transformation. Adopting Cloud is not just about developing an application for the business
requirements but it is about a comprehensive strategy and gaining long term benefits.
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Our Cloud services include:

Windows
Azure
Migration

Azure Web
Development

Azure .NET
Development

Azure Mobile
Development

Hybrid Azure
Application

Azure
Professional
Services

Azure
Managed
Services

Cloud
Advisory
Service

Cloud
Deployment

Mobile
Development

Partnership and Certifications
Swash Convergence Technologies has gained Microsoft Cloud Accelerate Partner status for a
proven track record of delivering Microsoft Cloud solutions to our customers. The program
benefits provide our customers with the latest Cloud Services and products of highest standard
for technical and sales support (among other resources).
Cloud Advisory Services
Cloud Advisory Services enable our client organizations to develop a Cloud Computing strategy,
detailed cost benefit analysis, and a roadmap for its implementation and decide on the aspects
of designing, building and sustaining cloud-based platforms, Iaas, PaaS, SaaS to achieve overall
productivity. We assist our clients in developing new Cloud based IT strategies and developing
phased implementation plans towards an on-demand operating IT model. For the
transformation of processes, technologies and capabilities we ensure that our approach
reduces the Total Cost of Ownership and maximizes the ROI.
Challenges


Preparation of business case for Cloud Computing
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Balancing the current fiscal realities of current infrastructure costs, life span v/s the cost
of Cloud Computing based solutions.
Designing Cloud architecture which is efficient and scalable.
Accessing the constraints, business requirements tied to Private, Public or Hybrid Cloud.
Management of vulnerabilities in Cloud information systems which might lead to
potential security threats, fraud etc.
Ensure availability of required skills and resources to effectively implement the Cloud
Solutions.
Creating a comprehensive Migration plan to ensure maximum ROI. Like deciding what
workloads to migrate to which cloud.

What Swash Provides








Assessing a comprehensive strategy to move the data to cloud
Assessing enterprise applications readiness to be moved to cloud
Checking the suitability of Private or Public or Hybrid cloud for different applications.
Identifying with the potential threats suffered by various environments and aligning
Cloud initiatives and goals with enterprise security strategy
Defining the Cloud strategy and roadmap for Cloud adoption
Incorporating industry best practices and compliance with regulatory norms
Assessing savings opportunities in different areas such as business intelligence and
disaster recovery

Swash Value
Swash’s experienced Cloud team and proven assessment methodologies will provide you the
best consulting support and advice to your front-line management and IT personnel in
implementing the best Cloud Computing solution suitable for your environment and processes.
Our approach benefits you in the following ways:





Get an in-depth analysis of your environment and suitable Cloud environment
recommended for them
Transition applications to different Cloud vendors based on the work loads and cost
benefits.
Align your organization with Cloud Computing strategy
Identification of security issues and costs and optimization of the same
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Cloud Computing
Swash offers Cloud Computing
solutions to Industry verticals
such as Education, Retail,
Manufacturing,
Production,
Distribution,
Healthcare,
Transportation & Logistics etc.
Our solutions make sure our
clients focus on their business
objectives do not fluctuate with
data
maintenance,
server
maintenance, software licensing
and other related functions
being served by us.
Swash Cloud Computing services involve central computing and data storage IT infrastructure
at our data center in India offered to Corporates, Educational Institutions, End Users and
General public accessible through Internet.
With the Swash benefit you are relieved from investing in Software licenses, Hardware
installations, Maintenance etc. We offer you a Pay as you grow model which ultimately lowers
your total cost of ownership thereby significantly increasing ROI. Our offerings in the form of
Iaas, Saas and PaaS lets you thrive in your business without considering the turmoil of rigorous
maintenance of backend server and data.




Infrastructure-as-a-Service: When it comes to managing your mission critical infrastructure
choosing Swash is half battle won. Swash offers Cloud Infrastructure with Microsoft
Windows Azure for support operations including storage, hardware, servers and
networking components. We offer Utility Computing with a Pay-per-use model rather than
a flat rate charge, Administrative desk automation, dynamic scaling, etc.
Software-as-a-Service: The SaaS offering of Swash Convergence Technologies is highly
scalable, saves operational cost, reduce deployment time and increases overall IT
productivity. Our SaaS solutions offer client mobility and instantaneous access to enterprise
applications virtually from anywhere with internet connection. The On-demand self-service
of this model ensures unilateral provisioning the service and scale up or down yourself
while pay per user only.
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Platform-as-a-Service: With the dramatic changes of how business applications are built
and run Swash offers On-demand Web based platforms to the developers for developing
and running custom applications. The traditional pre-development needs of software,
hardware, operating systems, middleware, web servers are not needed when you choose
the Swash PaaS. Our readily available network, database and system management teams
ensure you can focus only on the development part and leave the rest to us.

Benefits of Cloud Computing offered by Swash:
Save Costs: Upfront licensing, installation and operational costs are avoided with Swash
covering them for you.
Highly Scalable: The On-demand scalability extends up to your requirements. Anytime upscaling or down-scaling available to very large extents automatically which seems
unlimited.
Self Service: With the added advantage of Cloud Computing of On-demand Self-service, all
by yourself, you can increase or decrease the scale of your Cloud space and elements.
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Pay as you Grow: Distinguished advantage of payments as per your use makes it quite
economical for you as you only pay what you use and not as bundle subscription for a year.
World class data center: Swash offers world class data center facilities with 24 × 7 manning
and guaranteed facility and network uptime.
Resource Pooling: Consumers share a common multi-tenant environment where resources
can be dynamically allocated.
Cloud Migration
Overview
With the dramatic shift in the number of organizations transitioning their applications to Cloud
from traditional Hosting Partners or On-Premise models, Swash takes the opportunity to
actively participate in the migration process of applications to Cloud. We analyze your current
IT infrastructure and help you effortlessly migrate to cloud that would result in huge savings of
time and costs. We offer migration services of your IT infrastructure to the cloud that includes
enterprise servers, Datacenter servers, portals, email servers, Database servers, backup servers
etc.
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Swash picks the best methodologies to seamlessly integrate your existing applications to the
cloud. Evaluation of application portfolio and assessing individual application readiness for the
cloud, we develop guidelines to maximize virtualization benefits, migration to the cloud and
integration. Our testing services ensure flawless deployments on the cloud environment.
But for many large organizations, benefiting from the cloud will mean a significant change in
their IT consumption models and a new freedom to move between suppliers. It is Migration to
a cloud service provider environment or between cloud service providers; we will help you in
full planning, support and technical implementation.
Our Services include:
Identify what to safely move to the cloud.
Checking the suitability of public and private cloud for application migration
Reduce risk when moving to the cloud.
Identifying potential of public and private cloud vendor
Defining cloud strategy and roadmap for cloud adoption
Conducting TCO analysis – ROI / cost savings
Save time and money.
Simplify IT services and infrastructure.
Services
Pre-Migration:
Accessing: Every Cloud Migration phase begins with accessing your existing IT infrastructure
and technical and commercial information. The technical, legal and usability constraints of the
applications are identified. We will walk you through a carefully designed assessment process
thereby laying out the options and threats that cloud might pose.
Planning: We develop a project plan that would ensure smooth and safe migration to a new
environment. Evaluate the value of balancing of On-Premise and On-demand. For example,
there are many instances where a plenty of the applications would need On-premise
deployment pertaining to security threat and only a few to be deployed in the Cloud and
blended with each other to work seamlessly. While in other cases little or no applications needs
to be On-Premise and we migrate everything to Cloud. This needs a creative planning of proper
balancing of items through a proven methodology. Once planning is concluded the Migration
process begins.
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Migration:
We name the Cloud Migration as big change as it not only means access from anywhere but
also plays a vital role in ultimate cost reduction. Swash Convergence Technologies is actively
involved in Cloud services and particularly Cloud Migration since its coming up fast and most of
the companies were burdened with On-Premise or Partner hosted models earlier. Specifically
this is the ultimate point in History where Cloud Migration has so much importance as in the
future generation most of the applications will be built on Cloud itself leaving little space for
Migration activities. Although Cloud to Cloud Migrations are going to be there for a long time.
Process:








Our process involves managing the technical and commercial aspects of terminating the
current hosting service
Facilitating and ensuring that all the customer data, software and documents are
completely and safely transferred to the Cloud Migration Service.
Our faster and efficient policy driven process ensure the lowest downtime.
Supporting services such as DNS, authentication, monitoring and backup are also migrated
Liaising with the target Cloud and third parties to manage the technical and commercial
actions required.
Integration is the next major step where the migrated and non-migrated and other third
party applications are integrated to function seamlessly.
Testing and validation is done finally for the operational and technical functioning including
testing backup and disaster recovery.

Post Migration:
Optimization: Once the Migration of data is successfully completed, it needs fine tuning in
order to work flawlessly as well as faster. In cases where data has been transitioned from OnPremise location, initially there will be a little frustration as the fetching of data will take a little
longer but if optimized properly it would meet the expectations. Along with fine tuning it needs
to be optimized to use as much space as it requires in real time and not simply occupy extra
space and cause extra charges. As the whole process is mainly accepted to reduce costs, it
needs to be used to achieve maximum benefits.
At instances of need to increase or decrease the scale of use one has to administer it properly
so that maximum benefit is achieved with minimum space utilization.
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Operations Support: Only migration into Cloud alone doesn’t least serve the purpose of
benefitting from Cloud Computing. It has to be continuously checked and maintained for
smooth functioning. We have experienced and seasoned professionals to take care of the
support issues. We’ll ensure they are fast and secure, around the clock and around the world.
The IT scenario is faced with rapidly changing cloud computing ecosystem, where we keep you
atop the technologies, revisiting your IT balance and re-optimizing your applications as new
technologies and platforms emerge.
Cloud Deployment
Our service offerings on Private and Public Cloud generally follow the 4 Cloud deployment
models such as Private Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. Our Cloud
Computing solutions offer the best customer experience being virtually and online managed by
experienced professionals. We generally go for an extensive discussion and consulting to
understand the exact client requirements and then go for delivery method that would most suit
the other elements of client application and work in harmony. In general Cloud deployment
ensures access to applications from anywhere with internet connection and is not bound within
a boundary of firewalls, although the Cloud itself has various layers of protection to your data
and that’s where we show up. We work hard for customer delight and ascertain flawless Cloud
deployment as well as provide security and maintenance to your data on cloud on a continuous
process.
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Let’s have a look on each of the Cloud deployment models we offer:
Private Cloud: Operated exclusively for a particular organization and may or may not exist on
premise. It is operated either by the organization itself or third-party such as Swash. As solely
operated for an organization it assures higher security levels although costlier.
Community Cloud: As the name suggests, the cloud infrastructure is shared by a number of
organizations and supports a specific community that has shared concerns. Generally managed
by third parties but can be operated by the organizations themselves and can exist either on
premise of off-site.
Public Cloud: The cloud service is available to the general public or a large group and is owned
by the Cloud services provider such as Amazon and Google.
Hybrid Cloud: We offer Hybrid Cloud services which include applications deployed in two or
more clouds, i.e Community, Private or public that remains separate entities but linked
together by proprietary and standardized technology that enables data and application
portability.

Digital Marketing Services:
Website Design & Development Services:
Give us a chance to take the secret out of the web by furnishing you with complete internet
services. Our innovative group will outline a site for you that will get solutions. In India, more

than 95% of small organizations don't have a site, and 90% of customers search online for
products or services. Hence, don't be the one, consumers can't find!
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A lot of small scale organizations that are battling to survive could see more clients if they had a
reliable and expert online vicinity.
Our web designers’ team is completely outfitted and informed with the most recent
innovations to convey you the state-of-the-art web development services. Below is a couple of
what we can provide you much earlier than many of your known partners:













Dynamic Websites development
GUI development
Interactive Flash Websites
Multimedia Objects Integration
Database driven websites development
2D Animations
W3C Interface Design
Brand and Logo design
Corporate Presentations
Web2.0 designing
Existing website Re-designing
SEO/SEM services

Technical Skills: HTML, DHTML, HTML 5, XML, XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP/MySQL, LAMP,
ASP.Net, 3D Max, Maya, Corel Draw, GIF Animation, Elastic Reality


Adobe: InDesign, Fireworks, Illustrator, Flash, Dreamweaver, CS5, Photoshop,
FrontPage, Premier, Aftereffects etc.

Our Website Development Cycle:











Initial Consultation and Requirement Analysis
Project Specification study
Conceptual Design development
Design Selection
Design approval
Website Design
Content Creation
Coding/development
Testing
Promotion
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Maintenance and Updates

Depending on your needs we create custom websites in HTML, DHTML, HTML 5, XML, XHTML,
CSS, JavaScript, PHP/MySQL, LAMP, ASP.Net, 3D Max, Maya, Corel Draw, GIF Animation, Elastic
Reality , or on a Content Management System (CMS) such as :
Drupal Development
Being an Open Source CMS, Drupal has its own
advantages and in this manner it is broadly used for
developing sturdy enterprise Web Applications. It
empowers number of websites and Apps worldwide. It
is actively used and supported by a distinct group of
people. We at Swash, offer various Drupal services,
Our Drupal Team has more than 50 dedicated Drupal
developers,
having
far-reaching
development
experience of creating over 100 completed websites
and portals in Drupal for more than 250 satisfied
customers worldwide.
We have adaptable engagement models which clients can select from according to their
development needs. Besides getting the entire project developed, Clients can also hire
passionate offshore or on-site Drupal developers. Our developers work particularly for the
client and we make sure that Clients get maximum result per personnel.
Our Drupal service offerings include:











Drupal Customized and Creative Theme development
Complete Drupal Website Frontend and Backend setup
Migration of Existing Sites to Drupal
Existing Drupal Modules Customization
Drupal Custom Modules Development
Testing and Quality Assurance of the Drupal Site
Drupal Extension Development
Drupal Deployment
Drupal Optimization
Drupal Maintenance

A few of the solutions we have developed using Drupal includes:


Content Management Systems
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Other Web 2.0 Platforms Such as Blogs
Corporate Sites
Forums and Review Sites
E-commerce Applications

DotNetNuke Development
Swash Convergence Technologies is the leading supplier of DotNetNuke Solutions.
Our DotNetNuke development key features include the planning, development, and execution
of DotNetNuke modules, portals, skins, and support. You can trust on us for reliable
DotNetNuke Development.
The CMS of DNN is highly extensible and
customizable and can be used to create, deploy and
manage websites, portals, intranets and extranets.
Our highly qualified team of DNN developers has
obtained a wide experience in development of
services such as both full-scale portals and separate
DNN modules and skins for your website. Our
professionals with knowledge in cutting-edge
technologies like VB.Net, ASP.Net, C#.Net, HTML,
XML help you in adding worth to your business.

DNN Services offered by Swash:
Swash has a domain expertise in developing web applications developed with DotNetNuke. The
organization provides an array of DNN services to our valued clients:











Customized Module Development
Skins/Themes Design & Development
Installation, Configuration & Administration
Platform Migration from Other CMS
Cross Platform Development
Customization and Development
3rd party Modules/API Integration
Flash/Flex Integration
QA and Testing
Analytics
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DotNetNuke Technology expertise:







VB.NET/C#.NET
ASP.NET (2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0)
Ajax and Silverlight
XML, XSD, XSLT
HTML/XHTML
SQL 2005/2008

WordPress Development
WordPress is one of the most prominent
amongst the entire open source CMS available.
Due to its flexible and versatile characteristics it
is being hugely used for Web Application
Development. We at Swash offer a length of
WordPress
Services
such
as
Design,
programming,
&
Installation,
Website
Development, Theme, Plugins, auditing, code
auditing and consulting etc. alongside other
value added WordPress services.

Our successful WordPress solution offerings in these years have benefitted our customers
across the globe. Our WordPress solutions include:









WordPress installation and setup
WordPress custom CMS development
WordPress data migration from other Platforms
WordPress plugins/widgets development
WordPress theme development
WordPress 3rd party theme customization
WordPress troubleshooting and support
WordPress maintenance and upgrades

Technical skills
WordPress Framework
CSS
PHP
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MySQL
XML/RPC
Ajax/JQuery
Joomla Development
Over the years, Joomla has gotten to be
well known CMS to create dynamic
websites and web applications. It offers lot
of features and advantages through which
the content of the site can be managed
effortlessly without knowing much
programming skills. We offer numerous
Joomla Services starting from Installation
to Website Development by using user
friendly features.
Our services are delivered to thousands of
clients around the world. We have a group of professionals who have finished lots of projects
using their unique formula to let you bring greater revenue from your business.
Swash offers a full range of Joomla development services to its clients:











Joomla Website development or Migrating existing sites to Joomla
Custom Joomla CMS development, functional themes and templates
Joomla Customization and integration services
Joomla extensions development
Joomla modules and components development, bookings, memberships, forums, blogs etc.
Joomla Ecommerce, Shopping Carts, e-Payment, affiliate systems, Virtue art, SEO Ready!
Joomla Installation and setup
Joomla Plugin development
Joomla Troubleshooting and support
Joomla Maintenance

Search Engine Optimization (SEO):
Whether you are a small company or a conglomerate, our services could be custom-made to
your particular marketing needs. Our SEO experts are here to make a tailored promotional
campaign that will fit your business and meet your promotional objectives. If you are looking to
catch leads or even convert your site guest visitors to users or sales we can assist you. In the
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event that you might want to pick a hassle free SEO organization, then you have arrived at the
right spot. Our simple yet trouble-free SEO services represent themselves; get in touch with us
today.

Our service offering for SEO includes:
Keyword Analysis
Keyword analysis aides figure out which keyword phrases to use to optimize your site for best
organic search results. It refers to:





best position on the web search tools (like Google)
more movement (higher hit check)
better quality movement (i.e., from individuals who need to purchase from you)
All without paying web crawlers specifically (e.g., by means of a PPC model).
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In our Keyword Analysis service, we work through a far reaching methodology, utilizing the
most recent survey and different advanced analysis tools, alongside your feedback and our
expertise, to recognize essential keyword phrases with the ideal mix of the accompanying
attributes:
•

High request

•

Low supply

•

Most importance to the product/service

•

Most prone to be utilized by your potential customer.

You will fill out an online survey that helps us comprehend your business and its extraordinary
aspects. We go through an exhaustive analysis of your choices to focus your best keywords. We
then check your site's present position in the SERP for those keywords as a standard. You will
get a nitty gritty of your site.
Web Site Analysis

Site Analysis for SEO altogether inspects the sum of the numerous parts of a site that can
influence its search engine execution, with the objective of discovering any ranges that might
be enhanced or redesigned. Strong SEO involves making progressions to your site. In spite of
the fact that external elements do influence your movement levels, the site code and content is
unequivocally the most critical and effortlessly controlled part of SEO.
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It includes:





Site Code
Site Content
Placement on SERP
Domain Name Analysis

Link-building
A link-building program attempts to build the number and quality of the approaching links
(incoming links) to your site. This will, to some extent, identify your position on the SERP.
Likewise, the more sites that are connecting to you, the more activity you will get specifically
from those links. This is the reason a link-building is so important.
It includes:






PageRank
Incoming Link Analysis
Reciprocal or Cross-Linking
Directory Submissions
Article Submissions
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Posting a quality article on a site, particularly ones that recently have a secured user movement
of (surfers) individuals searching; is one of the most ideal approaches to perform an incredible
measure of referred traffic. It is through this article submission companionship, that one site
can draw in clients to someone else site and make an extraordinary referral service.
Blogging
A Blog is a different sort of site that is intended to
allow visitors to put content. It will just work if you
have something intriguing to say on a daily basis that
your visitors will think about to react to. The worth of
a Blog for SEO is that it produces links to your site, or
adds content to your website.
If a Blog is a great fit for your business process, we will
assist you set one up and ask you to invest time on it consistently as a feature of our program
.

E-Newsletters

An organization newsletter sent via email is an extremely handy SEO system in that it can drive
noteworthy measures of focused traffic to a site. The more movement a site has, the higher it
will be positioned, which in turn will make more activity and it snowballs from that point.
Professionally controlled records and newsletter mailings can likewise give crucial business
information that might be utilized to further recognize markets and customer inclination.
Pages/Domains/Updates
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Throughout the execution of our SEO programs, we will be enrolling space names, including
new pages, and redesigning the content and code of your site.
Mobile SEO
The mobile prospect has changed the way customers connect with your business and your
services. They need a much smarter and quicker experience. This portable revolution is an
aggressive force that is changing customer attitude and how they reach out your site. As cell
phones get pervasive your site needs to reflect this changing view and give a client experience
unmatched by your competitors. A mobile-friendly site is not a choice anymore; it’s an absolute
necessity for any business big or small.

Unluckily there are numerous contending hypotheses around mobile SEO practices and
entrepreneurs, are confused where to start. Here at Swash we offer mobile SEO benefits that
help large and medium-scale organizations explore the opportunities in mobile marketing. We
will help you characterize your procedure and position your site for victory.
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E-Commerce SEO

Ecommerce SEO acts a pivotal part in the whole marketing deliberations of the Ecommerce
organizations. Swash Convergence Technologies offers Ecommerce SEO services to the
Ecommerce organizations that are attempting to make and enhance brand awareness on the
web, enhance traffic movement and optimize transformation rates. Swash will sit with you and
prepare a SEO plan that will incorporate all the components of Ecommerce advertising like email marketing, content marketing, PPC campaigns and others.
Social Media Optimization (SMO):

Social Media Optimization (SMO) is an incredible method of producing website reputation and
connecting people together with various points of opinions and interests through different
social media websites such as: blogs and forums. Online users here discuss a certain agenda,
share thoughts on types of issues or just express whatever they feel like.
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We utilize Social Media Optimization (SMO) services as an intelligent and productive instrument
to construct and keep up the online notoriety of your site. Notwithstanding occupying
customary movement to your site, our SMO systems and results likewise keep tabs on internet
marketing and brand creation.
In correlation to other SMO services suppliers, our SMO services are
modified to suit the configuration, nature and use of your site.
Swash Convergence Technologies Limited likewise allows you to
subscribe to an SMO bundle of your need to get a high return
from the business.
Our service offering for SMO includes:
Social Media Marketing – Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,
LinkedIn, Instagram, Google+, and YouTube

Social networking itself is a get-all-term for websites that may give profoundly distinctive social
activities. For example, Twitter site intended to let individuals impart short messages or
"upgrades" with people. In contrast, Facebook is a social networking site that takes into
consideration offering upgrades, photographs, joining events and an assortment of different
other exercises. Pinterest is a social networking site where people gather and share pics of
their most loved occasions and interests. Moreover LinkedIn Manage your professional entity.
Notwithstanding covering social media marketing by and large, Swash Convergence
Technologies additionally has places particularly about specific real social networking sites and
social search destinations like: Delicious, Foursquare, Google+ or YouTube.
Social Bookmarking Submissions
Social bookmarking is a compelling approach to get recognized and a far better SEO method to
increase your Page Ranking. It gives your site page that additional help to build your
positioning.
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This social bookmarking service is the most ideal approach to prevail the Google results page.
We will submit your site to ranked and reputed sites hence you can enhance your SEO backlink
profile quick.
Business Reviews

Social media marketing is a strategy that includes advertising your business on social
networking websites. Your site could be considered high with this sophisticated kind of
marketing. Our committed SMO pros having experience managing everything from the planning
to its execution in an exceptional manner.
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Blog Submissions

Blog submission is one of the most ideal methods for getting High PR keyword rich backlinks to
your site. Our online blog submission is guaranteed 100% manual. Accordingly a blog
submission service is a complete organic method for building excellent links back to your
website.

Article Submissions

Article Submission is a great technique for getting quality one-way links to your website and has
gotten standard in SEO methodologies. Your site wins and trips consistently in rank with our
article submission services. We evaluate your articles for content and target readership, then
submit them to the relevant article submission websites.
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Forum Submissions

Forum submission service is an extraordinary method for getting theme based links as well as
getting the right sort of activity on your site. Forum submission today has undertaken a
paramount stance in boosting SEO exertions. Forum posting essentially means posting new
strings or answering to old ones in gatherings to get quality inbound links to a site. If forum
submission is carried out the right way then it can drive focused traffic to a site.
Notwithstanding, if it is carried out mistakenly, it might bring about exercise in futility which
could have overall been used on developing your business.
Video Submissions

Now is the ideal time to make your site mark in web world through Video submission. Sites like
YouTube, Video and more have a high page rank and likewise well-known with this brand name,
it means when we submit your site links utilizing video submission on top we additionally get
positioning in web crawlers. This is the most ideal approach to push your site and get instant
link, without using any tool. Our experts submit your videos manually on top video sites. Check
our video submission services and get future benefits.
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Pay-Per-Click (PPC):
Pay Per click (PPC) is the most effective
medium of digital marketing. It has
constantly turned into a powerful
procedure of digital marketing for
organizations.
PPC ads can instantly produce
deceivability for your site by getting you
set on web search tools for the essential
keywords. It is all about delivering your
product or service when a potential
client is searching for it. If you have an
item that you need to test with particular
clients, you can undoubtedly run it
through PPC.
In spite of the fact that a costly medium of digital marketing where you need to pay for every
click to web crawler, PPC gives brisk results on your ad methodology. PPC has some different
business points of interest over other advanced advertising mediums, for example, it is
dependable, quick and has better control on your advertisement and also clients. Google
AdWords and Bing adCenter are the two real pay-per-click engines.
Swash Convergence Technologies has a group of profoundly qualified and gifted PPC personnel
who help your organization to get best ROI on your PPC crusades. Our PPC people help you to
setup and optimize your paid promotional campaigns paid web indexes such as on Google
AdWords, Facebook ads, twitter ads and other.
Our PPC Services incorporate:





Keyword Research & Analysis
Landing Page Optimization Suggestions
Online Advertisements
Weekly Report
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Online Reputation Management (ORM):
Online survey sites and open forums have picked up in fame through the years. As more
individual data gets accessible on the web, it is basic that you take a proactive methodology to
dealing with your reputation on the web. Our online reputation management can help enhance
the general observation of your individual
brand or business.
Search engines have no partiality, and along
these lines they attempt and reflect the online
opinion of the customer. When items are
purchased and services requested, smart
customers have turned to search engines and
online networking destinations to search out
expert suggestions. Unluckily the individuals
who had a terrible experience with your item
or service are more likely to express their
views on public forum, this may dissuade potential clients from buying your item or reaching
you in regards to a service.
There are no alternate ways to online reputation management. Effective methods require
significant investment in terms of time and money, and here at Swash we are focused on how
to create real prosperity in your business.
Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO):
Find out why you're losing clients and convert over a greater amount of your traffic into sales
with one of our up-to-date conversion rate optimization programs for your websites. Despite
your budget, we have a system to fit your requirements.
At Swash Convergence technology, our group of experts will work to uproot the obstructions
that prevent visitors from converting into clients, making room for higher sales.
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Our Conversion Rate Optimization Processes:

Finding
We learn about your business as much as possible. We distinguish both the constructive
perspectives that urge site guests to change over into clients, and the contrary ones that can
lead individuals to drop out of the cycle. This allows us to test methods for all the expected
benefits.
Tests
Utilizing the information we have assembled, we will begin to test and run split testing on your
site. Likewise, a detailed log of all analyses will be kept to verify that we're continually trying
new things and maximizing our exploration.
Analysis
When we have assembled enough information to structure strong conclusions, we will
distinguish precisely what has met expectations. Development will then be taken off over the
entire site, making ready for increased conversion rates.
Moreover, CRO is a continuous methodology, and we as a professional service provider keeping
on testing, identifying perspectives and change things over the years. Hence, we'll make further
testing suggestions which you can either actualize yourself or have us execute for you to further
increase the conversion rate of your website.
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OUR INDUSTRY VERTICAL
Overview
The industry is constantly evolving as it deals with changing economics, regulatory pressures
and the growth of high-end technologies. Swash enables business results by transforming
innovative business ideas into proper implementation. It offers integrated portfolio of services
in the areas of cloud, software development and testing and web development services.
At Swash, we help our clients change their IT strategies to provide stable, definite and
extensible services to their customers. It helps customers implement best-in-class solutions for
operational excellence and business analytics to deliver desired results. Our wide portfolio of
business solutions address the unique business requirements of specific industry segments i.e.
solutions for education, retail, BFSI, healthcare, manufacturing, logistics and few more. Swash’s
technologies solutions are designed to gain a competitive advantage at reduce cost.
Our solutions for technology are designed to address complex application across diverse
enterprise environment.
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Retail Industry:
Retail Industry, one of the largest economy sectors of the nation is quickly embracing cloud
computing for its various business advantages. Almost most of the software giants have started
providing services on cloud. We at Swash understand the need of retailers hence offering retail
services using a Cloud ERP solution called KenCloudTM ERP. Whether it is food, fashion, clothing,
accessories or grocery, almost all the big box retail store has started using cloud ERP solutions
for potential growth of their business.
Advantages of using KenCloudTM ERP in Retail:
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Cost Effective - Our retail solution is cost effective and because it allows businesses to keep
costs manageable. With the help
of our retail solution, business
does not need to purchase a copy
of the software for every
computer, they can just use cloud
services to operate all the
functions effectively.
Helps in Understanding Behavior
of Customers - Swash helps the
retailers in understanding the
patterns and trends within large
databases which can be further utilized for creating analytical models and decision making for
further business growth. Thus retailers can understand their customer's behavior and plan
accordingly. Based on that, retailers can develop customer programs, proper strategies for
promoting goods and pricing strategies to attract more business.
Inventory Management- With the help of Swash retail solutions, you will have real time data
which will help in reducing the problems like stock outs and overages. It is one of the major
problems faced by the retailers. Keeping this in mind, KenCloudTM ERP provides you an efficient
utilization of logistics, which will help to invest the minimum in inventory management.
Retailers will be able to get realistic forecast by analyzing huge amounts of data from numerous
retailers. Along with that they can develop a supply chain where the right product arrives at the
right time.
Affordable Solutions for Your Business- Swash offers affordable retail solutions considering the
huge number of retailers in the industry. Due to centralization, administration and
management of databases will be easy. Besides this, robustness of the whole system can also
be ensured.

Education:
Develop a New and Better Teaching Methodology
Automation in education system has become an essential need whether it is a school, college,
or university. In education world, IT infrastructure is getting more rigorous as new technologies
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are being introduced rapidly. To address this need, an institution must have an Education
Management System which should take care of the requirements of students, educators and
administrators.
Cloud application development is widely accepted in many industries due to its various
advantages for growth. However, there are a wide range of different settings in which the cloud
may be an extremely useful choice. Arguably one of the most important is the education sector.
Swash Ken campus ERP services allow a stronger and integrated network creation of student
data. It helps institutions with a suite of offerings that caters to seasonal academic events and
access to examination information, course materials and ongoing classes to have a backup of all
the information whenever required. Making use of cloud services can improve and extend the
level of education they offer.
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Benefits of using Swash Ken Cloud Service for Education:

Storage of Data- With the help of this software school, colleges and universities can store large
quantities of data and software. An institution does not need to install email software on every
computer, for example, students and staff can use browser-based cloud email clients.
Functionality for high level of collaboration- It gives an opportunity to users to collaborate
with others in real-time. Some applications allow as many as 50 users to work together on a
document at one time. It can be proved beneficial for the students working in a group on a
project at one time. Along with the students, it helps the teachers and administrative staff for
planning and executing organizational tasks.
Accessibility – Making use of the Swash cloud software in educational institutes gives the
flexibility to students to access data and applications from anywhere via internet. At the same
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time students will have access to all the resources and applications at home as they have in
school, giving them comfort while doing assignments or homework. When students are on
school trip, they can take insights and can work simultaneously on projects. Hence, they won’t
forget anything while they return.
Saves Money- KenCampusTM ERP saves money which can prove beneficial for the educational
institution. They don’t need to spend money in buying software and the individual licenses for
tens or hundreds of laptops or PCs. Meanwhile it cut the price of electricity bills. Choosing the
KenCampusTM ERP can also be a positive move in terms of the environment as work can be
shared without the need to use reams and reams of paper.
Saves Time- Using KenCampusTM ERP will save much of the time of IT department of
educational institute which they can use for other valuable work required for the growth of
institute.

Healthcare Industry:
Swash brings top-to- bottom industry support and managed health care services to beat the
challenges of health care industry globally. KenCloudTM ERP Health provides enterprise wide
visibility and many tools to enhance operational efficiency—letting you deliver improved
quality of care with lower cost. With the help of KenCloudTM ERP Health, you will get access to
your hospital records and your pharmacy with other important medical information. It helps
you deliver more cost-effective treatment. The comprehensive, flexible platform delivers
benefits across the entire patient-care continuum.
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Benefits of Using Swash Ken Cloud Service for Education
Better information means quality healthcare- When there is better and effective exchange of
information then it guarantees quality and safer health care services. Doctors will have access
to all the important data including complete patient treatment history, medication history, test
results, and more. This will avoid chances of medical errors and improper medications.

Efficient and accurate treatment- When doctors will have complete medical report of the
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patient then the treatment will be done efficiently and avoid unnecessary medical tests. It will
reduce the time taken for the treatment of a patient. Based on the past record and current
health status, doctors can prescribe the best medications.
Reduce operational cost and ease the administration- KenCloudTM ERP Health, benefits
healthcare organizations by proper utilization of resources and planning budgeting, costing, and
analytics accurately to add value to the existing operational system. Managing paper work and
data is quite difficult, so understanding the problems of administrative department KenCloudTM
ERP Health will manage all the data making your work hassle free.
Ensure the security of information- It ensures the security and authenticity of information
related to patient. All the relevant and important information can be saved and secured.
Medical reports of a patient can be easily transferred and accessed electronically.

Manufacturing Industry:
Complexity and variability are facts of life for manufacturers. In today’s complex global market
place, Raw materials, production resources and
delivery schedules are changing. For the enterprises,
it has become vital to monitor constantly the entire
production process in order to produce right
products for the right customers at the right time.
KenCloud™ manufacturing yield a better platform
for manufacturers
KenCloud ™ Manufacturing is an inclusive and unique web-based (Cloud) business management
software solution to solve current market manufacturing challenges. It provides a proven
robust Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution to improve productivity, lowering costs, and
increasing sales. Apart from this, it allows information to flow smoothly across the whole
business ecosystem.
Our event-enabled platform helps you yield value result across your entire operation and
supply chain. Our Manufacturing solution provides all the management tools redirecting from
estimating to invoicing and purchasing to production management in a single platform required
for custom manufacturers. It makes extensive use of automation so as to ensure that necessary
transactions are generated and customized.
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Swash Event-Enabled Solutions for Manufacturing






Supply Chain Optimization: - With the use of Swash event processing technologies, you
can improve demand forecast and understand the demand or requirements of the
customers. It helps in controlling complexity and variability by real time visibility to
enhance improvement in planning, responsiveness, forecasting. You would be able to
understand shortages in a certain input material and based on that you can plan ahead to
maintain production level.
Factory Performance Optimization: - Maintaining the entire production operation is
always required for the proper functioning of the system. Our event based solutions will
monitor and control activities on the production floor. It helps in- reducing the utilization
of resources, reducing cycle time, increasing capacity and cut costs.
Predictive Equipment Maintenance: - Checking the maintenance of the system and the
need to repair or replace parts in case of any failure in machine or not working properly.

A complete solution for manufacturers
Apart from offering a comprehensive solution it helps in cutting monthly cost by Saving money involved in hardware and software cost
 Saving money deployed in infrastructural cost.
Why Swash for Manufacturing
Swash has helped manufacturers in almost every sector by with the help of real-time visibility
across their entire business ecosystem to understand demand, reduce risk involved in supply
chain risks and optimize manufacturing activities. Applying swash high-end solutions, retailers
and consumer goods manufacturers provide supply chain data to their trading partners. It helps
the manufacturers to understand new product along with retailers and partners to assure they
have all the information required to distribute and merchandize the new products.
Swash has proved its efficiency in giving quality services in manufacturing as our customers
achieve high uptime while efficiently managing comfortably their global suppliers and partners,
even during challenging period.
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Logistic & Supply Chain Management:
Business and consumers always expect reliable delivery of their goods regardless of poor
weather and road condition. Leading transportation and logistics providers act as one-stop shop
for their customers to generate sales because it shows the status of their supply chain.
Swash provides a complete approach to improve
accuracy, speed and efficiency in the entire
transport chain, from pick-up-to delivery. Our SCM is
combined with transportation and logistics
companies – as well as shipping and receiving
departments. Our fully hosted service support
complete managed services for its partners and
customers including package tracking and proactive
notifications, merge-in-transit, cross-docking, and
vendor managed inventory (VMI).
No matter for which cloud-based model your company is working with, Swash is here to give
you a complete service and balance your IT resources and infrastructure

Our comprehensive cloud solution delivers a range of benefits:
Real-time online tracking services- Swash robust online tracking service makes it easier for
customers to view the exact location and status of shipment while they move through the
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supply chain by integrating transaction data. The data flows throughout the transport chain and
is visible through real-time dashboard views.
Automated, low-cost provisioning for fast on-boarding of partners and customers
Swash solutions are designed to help you quickly establish and manage secure connections
within your organization, and with your community of partners, suppliers, and customers. From
last-mile endpoints to your back-end accounting system nodes, Swash can help you create a
branded trading community that replaces VANs and VPNs, requires little or no configuration,
deploys in just minutes, and has minimal management requirements.
Enables to track the changes required
Swash Trace service will provide a single, accurate view into complex supply chains in near real
time, to see how and where changes need to be made and enable customers to improve
operational efficiency via the cloud.

Collects and stores data
The service will securely collect, store, share and interpret high volume event data about goods
and assets moving along an extended global supply chain. It also integrates complex
information from various resource planning and IT systems used by global companies - and by
their suppliers - to provide a single view of the whole supply chain through a customized web
portal.
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Infrastructure Services
“Deploy right cloud model and Improve productivity managed and reliable cloud infrastructure
for all your applications.”
In the existing competitive global market, a big amount of money is invested in maintenance
and operating cost of in-house hardware systems. Swash Cloud infrastructure Solutions enables
organizations to enjoy cost savings and flexibility it offers. Our hosted cloud solutions are
designed to satisfy all of the IT needs of an organization that helps in business continuity. We
help our clients adopt high-end technologies by placing new operating models across data
center, infrastructure operations and complete work place that help achieve greater
operational efficiencies.
Our integrated infrastructure solutions offer a full range of Cloud Hosting Services across all
cloud infrastructures - private, public, and hybrid that allows organizations to match their cloud
configuration as per their application needs, including secure private clouds. Besides that, it
covers the industry’s most powerful data center technologies to make rolling out the
applications you need fast and simple. Our comprehensive approach is designed to cover
complete cloud needs, including integration and technical design, process design and ongoing
management.
Our areas of focus:Swash Cloud Infrastructure practice serves clients today in the following areas.






Managed Data Center Services. Swash offers dedicated, private clouds hosted and
managed on a per-client basis. Our cloud solutions for infrastructure runs in a highly
customized environment with enterprise-class functionality designed to meet a wide range
of customer requirements.
Virtual Data Center Services. This service offers multi-tiered infrastructure profiles. This
important benefit it offers is helping the clients help to securely host critical applications
with similar cost and efficiency benefits as found in a multi-tenant cloud environment.
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Services. Hosted and managed by Swash, virtual desktops
are fully operational and supported 24/7. We also offer an end-user help desk service
option.
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Benefits





Swash optimized Cloud Infrastructure solution can be deployed up to 50 percent lower
costs over five years than comparable alternatives.
Our Cloud Infrastructure solution deliver the industry's best performance running Swash
Solaris, Oracle Linux, or third-party operating systems
Swash offers a comprehensive portfolio of business e solutions that expedite
performance and maximize data protection
Swash Optimized Solutions are designed to reduce software installation and
configuration.
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Our managed cloud infrastructure solutions give flexibility to enterprises to manage
critical applications in a hybrid cloud environment.
You can manage and scale applications without adding hardware or hiring specialized
skills.

OUR TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE
Cloud Technology
Azure Web Sites
Swash has developed and deployed many websites using Azure Cloud service. Azure Web Sites
is a fully managed Platform-as-a-Service offering that enables you to deploy and scale Web
Apps in seconds.
The advantages of using Azure websites are as follows:
Focus on your application code, and let Azure take care of the infrastructure to scale and
securely run it for you.
Use ASP.NET, Java, PHP, Node.js or Python. Run popular web apps and CMS solutions
including WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, Umbraco and DotNetNuke.
Azure makes it easy to create and use data solutions with your Web apps.
Support for Microsoft SQL, MySQL, Mongo DB and Key/Value Table Storage.
Built-in OS and web-server patch management performed automatically with zero
downtime.
Azure enables you to quickly scale-up or out to handle any incoming customer load.
Deploy your Web Apps using Git Push, FTP, FTPS and Web Deploy.
Visual Studio integration allows for a full lifecycle app management in one place.
Automatically back up your site and database.
Get notified anytime your Web app isn’t available or is returning errors.
Create a private “staging” version of any Web app, and use it to perform final testing
before you deploy.
Bring your own domain and SSL Certificates. Azure Web Sites supports both CNAME and Arecord DNS entries, allowing you to use any DNS domain with your Web app.
You can also upload custom IP and SNI based SSL certificates for custom domains.
Create personalized Web addresses for your customers by utilizing the support for
wildcard custom domain name format.
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Mobile Services
Windows Azure Mobile Services makes it incredibly easy to connect a scalable cloud backend to
your client and mobile applications. It allows you to easily store structured data in the cloud
that can span both devices and users, integrate it with user authentication, as well as send out
updates to clients via push notifications.
The advantages of using Azure Mobile services are as follows:
Used to power apps on any platform–iOS, Android, Windows or Mac.
Easy to store app data in the cloud or on-premises, authenticate users, and send push
notifications.
Notification Hubs is a massively scalable mobile push notification engine capable of
sending millions of push notifications to iOS, Android, Windows, Nokia X or devices within
seconds.
Personalization and localization of your notifications based on user’s interest, location, and
individual preferences using dynamic segmentation and declarative per-user transforms.
Use single sign-on with Active Directory, Facebook, Twitter and Google
Easy to integrate user authentication/authorization and push notifications within your
applications
Solutions available for Windows Phone, iOS and Android. Xamarin makes it easier to write
one code for all three platforms.

Cloud Services
Swash utilizes Azure cloud service for deployment of its web applications on cloud. It has
successfully deployed its Cloud ERP solution called KenCloud ERP which is available for multiple
verticals. Swash offers migration of the existing applications to cloud services.
The advantages of using Cloud Services are as follows:
Deploy a multi-tier application in Azure, defining multiple roles to distribute processing and
allow flexible scaling of your application.
Use any of the languages to code i.e. Dot Net, Java, PHP, Ruby or Python.
A cloud service consists of one or more web roles and/or worker roles, each with its own
application files and configuration. This makes it easier to manage application load.
For a cloud service, Azure maintains the infrastructure for you.
Azure takes care of performing routine maintenance, patching the operating systems, and
attempting to recover from service and hardware failures.
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Microsoft provides the Windows Azure software development kit (SDK), which includes a
version of the Azure environment you can run on your own computer.
Using Azure, you can easily create applications that run reliably and scale from 10 to 10
thousand or even 10 million users -- without any additional coding.
Taking advantage of resources in the cloud allows you to decrease your costs for building
and expanding your on-premises resources.
SQL Azure provides organizations with all the benefits of an enterprise-class data center
without the hassle, headaches, and cost of maintaining such an entity.
Azure supports open standards and Internet protocols, such as HTTP, XML, SOAP, and
REST.
The .NET Access Control Service provides a way to integrate identities, and Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) tokens are used by applications to determine whether
a user is allowed access.
Azure Storage
Windows Azure storage is one of the important service allows developers to use huge amount
of storage in the form of Blobs, Queues and Tables.
The advantages of using Azure Storage are as follows:
Azure Storage is massively scalable, so you can store and process hundreds of terabytes of
data to support the big data scenarios required by scientific, financial analysis, and media
applications.
Azure Storage is elastic, so you can design applications for a large global audience, and
scale those applications as needed - both in terms of the amount of data stored and the
number of requests made against it.
Azure Storage uses an auto-partitioning system that automatically load-balances your
data based on traffic.
Azure Storage also exposes data resources via simple REST APIs, which are available to any
client capable of sending and receiving data via HTTP/HTTPS.
Blob storage offers a cost-effective and scalable solution for large amount of data.
Table storage offers highly available, massively scalable storage, so that your application
can automatically scale to meet user demand.
Table storage is Microsoft’s NoSQL key/attribute store – it has a schema less design,
making it different from traditional relational databases.
Queue storage provides a reliable messaging solution for asynchronous communication
between application components, whether they are running in the cloud, on the desktop,
on an on-premises server, or on a mobile device.
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Queue storage also supports managing asynchronous tasks and building process
workflows.
File storage offers cloud-based file shares, so that you can migrate legacy applications to
Azure quickly and without costly rewrites.

Media Services
Everything you need to quickly build scalable, end-to-end media solutions for streaming ondemand video to HTML5, Flash, Silverlight, Windows 8, iPad, iPhone, Android, Xbox, Windows
Phone and other clients using a wide variety of streaming formats, Swash helps you to build
applications using Azure Media Services.
The advantages of using Media Services are as follows:
Media Services offer the flexibility, scalability and reliability of a cloud platform to handle
high quality media experiences for a global audience.
Media Services includes cloud-based versions of many existing technologies from the
Microsoft Media Platform and our media partners, including uploading, encoding, format
conversion, content protection and both on-demand and live streaming capabilities.
Whether enhancing existing solutions or creating new workflows, you can easily combine
and manage Media Services to create custom workflows that fit every need.
On-Demand Streaming will successfully service requests with a 99.9% availability
guarantee.
Media Services uses Azure Storage to store your media for processing and streaming.
Encoding makes it easier to compress a video into a format that can be consumed by
your customers.

Service Bus
Service Bus is a messaging solution for applications. It sits between components of your cloud
app or between your cloud and on-premises applications and enables those to exchange
messages in a loosely coupled way for improved scale and resiliency.
The advantages of using Service Bus are as follows:
Keep your apps connected across private and public cloud environments.
Service Bus provides a multi-tenant service for connecting applications through the
cloud.
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Service Bus Queues let applications communicate even when both aren't running at the
same time, something that's especially handy with batch and mobile applications.
Service Bus Topics are useful whenever multiple applications might be interested in the
same messages. A single message sent to a topic can be received by multiple subscribers.
Service Bus Relay provides synchronous, two-way communication between applications.

Push Notifications
Notification Hubs easily send cross-platform, personalized push notifications from any backend
platform, on-premises or in the cloud. With a single API call, target individual users or an
audience segment containing millions, and do it across any device.
The advantages of using Push Notifications are as follows:
Mobile push notifications from any backend (in the cloud or on-premises) to any mobile
platform.
Send breaking news notifications to millions with low latency
Send location-based coupons to user segments.
Send event notifications to users or groups for sports/finance/games applications.
Notify users of enterprise events like new messages/emails, and sales leads.
Send one-time-passwords required for multi-factor authentication.

Active Directory
Azure Active Directory is a comprehensive identity and access management cloud solution. It
combines core directory services, advanced identity governance, security, and application
access management. Azure AD also offers developers an identity management platform to
deliver access control to their applications, based on centralized policy and rules.
The advantages of using Active Directory are as follows:
Manage identity and access of services and applications
When you use Azure AD, it is Microsoft's responsibility to keep Active Directory running
in the cloud with high scale, high availability, and integrated disaster recovery.
Azure AD provides single sign-on functionality for their users.
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Multi Factor Authentication
Multi-Factor Authentication helps safeguard access to your data and applications. Users must
also authenticate by using a mobile app or by responding to an automated text message or
phone call before access is granted.
The advantages of using Multi Factor Authentication are as follows:
Enable added authentication for cloud and on-premises applications.
It requires the use of more than one verification method and adds a critical second layer
of security to user sign-ins and transactions.
It works by requiring any two or more verification methods i.e. password, a trusted
device like a phone and biometrics.
Content Delivery Network (CDN)
CDN improves the performance of your web site, media, or mobile service by moving content
closer to your end users.
The advantages of using CDN service are as follows:
Move your content closer to your users.
It is designed to send audio, video, applications, images, and other files faster and more
reliably to customers.
It uses servers that are closest to each user.
Azure CDN is backed by massive storage and compute capacity within an agile cloud
infrastructure.
It keeps you up and running by identifying, absorbing, and blocking security threats.

Scheduler
Azure Scheduler allows you to invoke actions - such as calling HTTP/S endpoints or posting a
message to a storage queue - on any schedule. With Scheduler, you create jobs in the cloud
that reliably call services inside and outside of Azure. You choose whether to run those jobs
right away, on a recurring schedule, or at some point in the future.
The advantages of using Scheduler are as follows:
Run jobs on simple or complex recurring schedules.
Call services inside or outside of Azure.
Run jobs on any schedule—now, later, or recurring.
Works reliably, even during unexpected failures.
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Use Azure Storage queues for long-running or offline jobs.
Invoke web service endpoints over HTTP/HTTPS.

BizTalk Services
Use the integration capabilities of BizTalk Services to extend on-premises applications to the
cloud. Process and transform messages, use business-to-business messaging, and integrate with
applications in the cloud and on-premises.
The advantages of using BizTalk services are as follows:
Seamlessly integrate the enterprise and the cloud with BizTalk Services.
Get started quickly with Hybrid Connections
Extend from on premises to the cloud - Hybrid Integration
Proven in Production - EDI, B2B, Partner, EAI, IOT
Integration Partners add Industry and Integration Expertise.
API Management
Ensure a successful API program through developer engagement, business insights, analytics,
security, and protection.
The advantages of using API Management are as follows:
Publish APIs to external, partner and internal developers to unlock the potential of their
data and services.
API Management provides the core competencies to ensure a successful API program
through developer engagement, business insights, analytics, security and protection.
Azure Cache
Azure Cache is a family of distributed, in-memory, scalable solutions that enables you to build
highly scalable and responsive applications by providing you super-fast access to your data.
The advantages of using API Management are as follows:
Publish APIs to external, partner and internal developers to unlock the potential of their
data and services.
Reduces load on Web Services/ Database.
Increase Performance
Reliable
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Databases
SQL Server
SQL Database provides a relational database management system for Azure and is based on
SQL Server technology. With a SQL Database instance, you can easily provision and deploy
relational database solutions to the cloud, and take advantage of a distributed data center that
provides enterprise-class availability, scalability, and security with the benefits of built-in data
protection and self-healing.
The advantages of using SQL Server are as follows:
SQL Server is one of the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) mostly used by
many organizations.
SQL Server has strong authentication and access protection and has better password
management features to enforce stronger passwords and frequent changing of passwords.
SQL Server 2008 includes Advanced Compression, data management tools, disk partitioning,
data mining tools, Enterprise Reporting, and Advanced Security at no additional cost.
SQL Azure is the cloud version of SQL Server which allows seamless integration of Cloud
Applications with SQL Server.
Share data between SQL databases or between an on premise instance of SQL Server and
an Azure SQL database easily.

MySQL
MySQL is a popular choice of open source RDBMS for use in web applications.
The advantages of using SQL Server are as follows:
The world’s most popular open source RDBMS.
MySQL is very easy to use.
MySQL is Free.
MySQL can handle almost any amount of data, up to as much as 50 million rows or more.
It supports several development interfaces.

Oracle
Oracle Database is an object-relational database management system produced and marketed
by Oracle Corporation.
The advantages of using Oracle Database are as follows:
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Oracle among all the Relational Databases, one of the trusted databases used by most of
the organizations.
Oracle is by far the largest RDBMS Vendor, and spends more on R&D than most of its
competitors earn in total revenue.
Oracle is ported to more platforms than any of its competition, running on more than 100
hardware platforms and 20 networking protocols.
Oracle provides industrial strength support for on-line backup and recovery and good
software fault tolerance to disk failure.
Speed of a tuned Oracle database and application is quite good, even with large databases.
The dialect of SQL offered by Oracle is superior to the others.

Hadoop
Drive decisions by analyzing unstructured data with Azure HDInsight, a big data solution
powered by Apache Hadoop.
The advantages of using Hadoop are as follows:
Build and run Hadoop clusters in minutes.
Analyze results with Power Pivot and Power View in Excel.
Choose your language, including Java and .NET. Query and transform data through Hive.
It makes the Map Reduce software framework available in a simpler, more scalable, and
cost efficient Azure environment.
HDInsight uses Azure Blob Storage for storing data.
MongoDB
MongoDB is an open-source document database, and the leading NoSQL database for big data
solution.
The advantages of using MongoDB are as follows:
JSON-style documents with dynamic schemas offer simplicity and power.
Index on any attribute, just like you're used to.
Mirror across LANs and WANs for scale and peace of mind.
Scale horizontally without compromising functionality.
Rich, document-based queries.
Flexible aggregation and data processing.
Store files of any size without complicating your stack.
Monitoring and backup designed for MongoDB.
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Azure Tables
Windows Azure Tables are a non-relational, key-value-pair, storage system suitable for storing
massive amounts of unstructured data.
The advantages of using Azure Tables are as follows:
Azure Tables use the Azure Storage for storing data.
Azure Tables are unstructured. You don’t have to define a structure.
Azure Table services provide the potential to store enormous amounts of data, while
enabling efficient access and persistence.
You just deal with data, data, and data without spending time on constraints, views, indices,
relationships and stored procedures.
Azure Tables use keys that enable efficient querying, and you can employ one—the
Partition Key—for load balancing.
It doesn’t care what a row looks like.
Store rows with varying structures in a single table.

Web Technology:
Web Design & Development
Adobe Photoshop
Most of the designs in Swash are done using Adobe Photoshop CS6. Adobe Photoshop is used
for designing different types of files like logos, icons, brochures, photographs, web pages,
banners, menus, etc.
The advantages of using Adobe Photoshop are as follows:
Although Photoshop has an intimidating layout to new users, it actually is much easier to
work with than competing programs, which can be inconsistent.
Photoshop can do nearly anything regarding online media. There are huge numbers of
features available in it.
The programming experts at Adobe are skilled at reducing a visual element into data that
computers can manipulate.
Photoshop usually creates the best products for a majority of the processing effects.
Photoshop can publish a file into many different file types.
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Adobe Flash
Adobe Flash is a multimedia and software platform used for creating vector graphics,
animation, games and rich Internet applications (RIAs) that can be viewed, played and executed
in Adobe Flash Player. Adobe Flash CS6 is used in Swash to create banners and animations for
websites & web applications.
The advantages of using Adobe Flash are as follows:
This is the most popular tool to create animations for web.
The web browser activates the Flash plug-in to display multimedia content without user
intervention.
Flash Player can play audio, video, interactive movies and games, animations and other
displayed information.
Web browser usually prompts the user to download the plug-in in order to view the
webpage is a Flash item is embedded in it.
Flash is compatible with Internet Explorer, Firefox and other common browsers.

Adobe Dreamweaver
When it comes to designing websites Adobe Dreamweaver is very commonly used and is
probably one of the most popular methods of creation as well. The latest version of Adobe
Dreamweaver (CS6) is improved and has a lot of additional features that would help you out.
But, is Dreamweaver the right choice when it comes to building your website?
The advantages of using Adobe Dreamweaver are as follows:
It's really popular.
Using Adobe Dreamweaver you wouldn't be able to just create a single page website, you
would easily be able to create entire websites. There are plenty of different tools that you
could use in order to integrate the various pages of your website.
The latest version of Adobe Dreamweaver that is CS6 has amazing features and amongst
them are increased speed and web integration.
One of the most praised advantages of the program by Adobe is that it allows the
webmaster to create wonderful pop in menus.
You can also create web forms by using Dreamweaver and send them to anyone via
emails making it very easy for you to create survey and other forms for your websites.
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Unlike the much software available to you on the market you will find Server side buttons
in the Adobe Dreamweaver which will be welcomed by you as you won’t have to get
software for it.
You will find number of templates in the software which will be delightful news for those
webmasters that have just crossed the designing and development threshold.
Adobe Flash ActionScript
ActionScript is the programming language that enables you to use Macromedia’s popular Flash
to create highly interactive multimedia-based Web sites, product demos, teaching materials,
and more. If you’re familiar with the logic of other programming languages, especially
JavaScript or Java, ActionScript will be seen quite familiar. After you’ve learned the logic behind
how scripting works, as well as the many things it allows you to create and do, chances are
you’ll wish you had started sooner. Creativity isn’t reserved for artist and designers, after all;
scripting is another form of creativity, and equally as rewarding. With a thorough knowledge of
ActionScript, you can express yourself in many ways may never have imagined.
The advantages of using Adobe ActionScript are as follows:
Flash player is installed on 97% of all internet enabled computers
Easy to learn and implement the basics
Built in troubleshooting protocol within the Flash production Software
Quick publishing when created, simply upload and play
Corel draw
Creativity and power come together in Corel draw X5, and Swash is one of them who have
creativity and power together because of having expertise in Corel draw. Corel draw uses
vector graphics, which means that the graphics can be scaled to any size without losing
clarity/quality. With increased speed, more accurate color control, enhanced vector illustration
tools and new web capabilities, it has made designs more attractive.
We can create attractive vector graphics (Business cards, brochures, letter heads etc.) that
optimize your brand image and deliver a targeted message to your customers.
The advantages of using Corel Draw are as follows:
It’s cheaper and you can do the same stuff with it that you could do with Illustrator.
Comes along with a Photoshop equivalent bundled in
Its interface/shortcuts are fully customizable, so if you are used to other ones, you can
change almost everything.
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cleaner interface than Illustrator's
less steps to tackle the same chores
quick to load and produces small-weighted files
if your pre-press bureau doesn't handle native draw files, just convert to PDF
you can generate basic ttf, ot or t1 font files with it
more export and import filters than Illustrator
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Illustrator CS6 is a vector graphics editing program. Illustrator is popular with web and
print designers because it allows us to edit, scale and manipulate images without reducing
image quality. Vector graphics don't distort when scaled, stretched, skewed or otherwise
manipulated into shape. Also, file size of a vector graphic is based on the complexity of the
object rendered rather than the object's dimensions or color. Here at Swash, we have Illustrator
experts who can design anything according to you needs ranging from simple designs to
complex vector images, schematics, diagrams and illustrations with intuitive tools and an
abundance of color choices.
The advantages of using Adobe Illustrator are as follows:
It allows you more flexibility with customizing the workspace.
Illustrator gives more control over text and its formatting with options like paragraph
composing and Open Type fonts
Using illustrator increases productivity as it allows for in-panel editing and use of multiple
art boards at a time.
As it is a vector based program it allows the creation of graphics that are scalable to any
extent without losing resolution, with crisp and sharp lines that are perfect for print.
Illustrator files are comparatively small in size so allow easy sharing, mailing and use.
Joomla
Joomla is a very powerful open source content management system (CMS) that can help you to
manage your website content. It gives an interface for you to simply add or edit content,
manage critical data, revise images, or create an unrestrained quantity of sections or content
pages on your website.
Customized Joomla CMS can make way lot easier for you to attain a professional and visual
looking custom web design. Since it’s your website that gives the initial intuition about you and
for that substance we at Swash can help you to gain that Joomla is basically valuable for all the
possessions that you want your website to do.
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The advantages of using Joomla are as follows:
Table free Joomla Design to make your website much more proficient.
Customization of third party modules such as discussion boards virtue mart etc.
Development of exclusive new modules, components and mambots to bring your website
at similarity with others.
Joomla well-suited graphical design and other aspects.
Best Joomla template designs.
Quality adjustments of template and layouts of your website.
Complete customization of your Joomla files.
Optimized Joomla web development solutions to help you obtain superior Search Engine
Rankings.
Joomla Hosting.
WordPress
Hence WordPress has become a familiar word to millions of bloggers around the world.
WordPress is an Open Source Application and has been used by all sorts of people for just
about any reason. Whether you are a photographers require showcasing your portfolio to the
world, or a local bakery selling custom ordered brownies, WordPress is the right platform for
your online presence.
With today’s every growing smartphone users, it is a must to have a website that adopts to any
mobile device, be it small screen smart phones to tablets and iPads, WordPress makes it an
ideal platform to easily launch a responsive CMS driven website.
The advantages of using WordPress are as follows:
Our expert web developers at Swash can help you with that!
We have expertise in working with WordPress open source Content Management System
(CMS). You can write, edit and add pages easily. Plugins are no strangers for WordPress
and besides installing existing plugins, we can custom develop specific plugins based on
your requirements. As a leading application development company in India, Swash offers
you a complete WordPress Customization Services.
With WordPress CMS, we can double it up as your E-commerce web store selling products
and services to customers worldwide by customizing it adding e-commerce functionality.
We can also design custom templates for your WordPress CMS applications.
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Drupal
Whether you are a establishing or a non-profit organization or a conventional business
enterprise you would definitely require a website that will integrate all the things that you want
to express through your website. Drupal prepared with a powerful mix of features and
development functionality can help you with it. Drupal which is an open source code united
with lots of freely available add-on units can permit you with features like Content
Management Systems, Forums, Blogs, File uploads, Newsletters and many others. At Swash, We
offer many of Drupal based excellence services under the range of Drupal Web design.
The advantages of using Drupal are as follows:
Setup and Installation of the Drupal and the database.
Structuring of Menu and Category setup.
Installation of your preferred Drupal applications such as Google Maps, Simplenews,
Pathauto, Flexinode, Banner and many more.
Customized Drupal theme development completely compliant to XHTML/CSS web
standards.
Customized Drupal components development or existing Drupal modules or enhancement
of standard.
Customization of different Drupal existing or new templates and themes.
Suitable configuration of Drupal modules or advance to latest editions of Drupal.
Optimization of Drupal Content Management System.
Magento
We specialize in Magento e-commerce design and ecommerce development. The services
provided by our team of professional involves Magento as one of the major open-source
systems in the industry which will help you to build a comprehensive online store.
Magnento e-commerce system developed by us is a wholly integrated online store
incorporating multiple transaction facilities, flexible display option for products, shopper
filtering, advanced user accounts, product categorization, multi-sites functionality, loyalty
programs for consumers, mobile templates, product promotion rules and discounts and much
more.
The advantages of using Magento are as follows:
Magento installation
Magento store customization
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Search Engine Optimization – Local, National & International
Magento theme design
Accounting, shipping, CRM and ERP software integrations
Magento extensions set up & configuration
Multi-site shop fronts, for businesses that have multiple brands to sell through
Adobe after Effects
Advertising videos can definitely be taken to another level while using tools that After Effects
provides. This program is one with the deepest, richest video editing programs in the market.
3D animation continues to be playing vital role not only to making movies, publicity and
business promotion and also to create games, websites, logos and ad campaign. A good web
designing includes many elements like text, sounds, movies, images, animation and many other
contents such a approach to make it more interactive. Editing your small business video is
perhaps essentially the most important the main whole project.
We have good working knowledge of after Effects CS6 associated with video
animation/development, as well an understanding advances in computer technology and how
this affects the business environment.
The advantages of using After Effects are as follows:
Animated Logos
2D and 3D Animation
Product Promos
Video Openers
Sales Animation
Company Portfolio Video
Animated Commercials
InDesign
InDesign CS6 introduces powerful features for print and digital workflows. New tools help you
adapt layouts to multiple page sizes, orientations, and devices—without sacrificing pixel-perfect
control over design and typography. Use the Content Collector tools to easily repurpose text
and images in other files; link content across documents to help ensure consistency. Integrate
with Adobe Digital Publishing Suite to publish InDesign layouts as tablet applications.
The advantages of using InDesign are as follows:
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Boost the efficiency of the process by eliminating time consuming tasks
Facilitates easy data migration
Simplify Adobe InDesign usability
Eliminates time for content re-creation
Saves time and money, and boost the productivity of the publication process
Adobe Premiere Pro
Premiere Pro CS6 delivers a sleek, professional user interface; a powerful playback engine; and
a host of fantastic creative features. Quickly stabilize shaky shots with Warp Stabilizer. Natively
edit anything from low-resolution to RED EPIC 5K and ARRIRAW footage, finesse your work with
dynamic timeline trimming, handle more multicam angles, and correct rolling shutter artifacts.
Get flexible audio tracks, powerful color workflows, Adobe Prelude integration, and more.
The advantages of using Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 are as follows:
You save time because you’re able to start working with footage immediately— sometimes
directly from the camera—and thus eliminate the time-consuming transcoding and
rewrapping process.
You maintain the pristine image quality of your source footage throughout the production
process.
Finally, because Adobe Premiere Pro does not convert the file to a proprietary format, all
metadata acquired from the camera is retained throughout the production process.
HTML5
HTML stands for Hyper Text Mark-up Language. HTML5 is a revised version of the original HTML
standard created in 1990 by the World Wide Web Consortium to define an Open Web
Platform. HTML is a language used for structuring and presenting content on the Web
consistently, across web browsers. HTML5 is the evolution of that standard to meet the
increasing demands presented by today’s rich media, cross device and mobile internet access
requirements. As such, it is a great candidate for cross-platform mobile application
development, as many of its features have been adapted with the consideration of running on
low powered devices, such as Smart Phones and Tablets and providing web developers with
tools like CSS3. Importantly whilst running within a web browser, (as HTML5 does) it is not tied
to the underlying operating system, freeing applications from the significant development and
support overhead of multiple native applications (e.g. iOS, Android, Blackberry etc.)
The advantages of using HTML5 are as follows:
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Cost effective Multi-Platform Development
Good page ranking
Offline browsing
Consistency across multiple browsers
Better mobile access to Business Intelligence
Extension of video to a wide range of platforms
Geolocation
A better user experience
CSS3
CSS3 (Cascading Style Sheet 3) is a style sheet language that specifies style formatting for
websites, such as color, font size, and layout. It is most commonly used on HTML pages. Unlike
HTML, CSS focuses on the style and design of the website rather than the content. The main
utility of CSS is making aesthetic changes to a website without rewriting the code on every
single page.
The advantages of using CSS3 are as follows:
Customization – A web page can be customized and alterations created in the design by
simply changing a modular file.
Bandwidth Requirements – It decreases server bandwidth requirements, giving rapid
download time when a site is accessed with desktop or hand-held devices, providing an
improved user experience.
Consistency – It delivers consistent and accurate positioning of navigational elements on
the website.
Appealing – It makes the site more appealing with adding videos and graphics easier.
Viewing – It allows online videos to be viewed without the use of third-party plug-ins.
Visibility – It delivers the opportunity to improve brand visibility by designing effective
online pages.
Cost Effective – It is cost-effective, time-saving, and supported by most browsers.
JavaScript
JavaScript is one of the most simple, versatile and effective languages used to extend
functionality in websites. Uses range from on screen visual effects to processing and calculating
data on web pages with ease as well as extended functionality to websites using third party
scripts among several other handy features, however it also possesses some negative effects
that might make you want to think twice before implementing JavaScript on your website.
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The advantages of using CSS3 are as follows:
JavaScript is executed on the client side
JavaScript is a relatively easy language
JavaScript is relatively fast to the end user
Extended functionality to web pages
JSON
JSON is a simple, text-based way to store and transmit structured data. By using a simple
syntax, you can easily store anything from a single number through to strings, arrays, and
objects using nothing but a string of plain text. You can also nest arrays and objects, allowing
you to create complex data structures. Once you've created your JSON string, it's easy to send it
to another application or computer, because it's just plain text.
The advantages of using JSON are as follows:
It's compact
It's easy for both computers and people to read and write
It maps very easily onto the data structures used by most programming languages
(numbers, strings, booleans, nulls, arrays and associative arrays)
Nearly all programming languages contain functions or libraries that can read and write
JSON structures
Sound Forge
Sound Forge Pro is the application of choice for a generation of creative and prolific artists,
producers, and editors. Record audio quickly on a rock-solid platform, address sophisticated
audio processing tasks with surgical precision, and render top-notch master files with ease.
New features include one-touch recording, metering for the new critical standards, more repair
and restoration tools, and exclusive round-trip interoperability with Spectra Layers Pro 2. Taken
together, these enhancements make this edition of Sound Forge Pro the deepest and most
advanced audio editing platform available.

Sound Forge Pro 11 features a completely redesigned recording interface that keeps you
anchored in the workspace at all times while you shape and monitor incoming audio, arm and
record takes, review your work, and prepare for the next pass.
The advantages of using Sound Forge Pro 11 are as follows:
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Sound Forge Pro 11 software efficiently and reliably provides audio editors and producers
complete control over all aspects of audio editing and mastering.
It’s the ultimate all-in-one production suite for professional audio recording and mastering,
sound design, audio restoration, and Red Book CD creation.
Precise event-based editing, integrated disc-at-once CD burning, musical instrument file
processing, and pristine audio conversion and time stretching.
Noise reduction process option & Improved noise reduction algorithm.

Business Ethics
The successful business operation and reputation of Swash is built upon the principles of fair
dealing and ethical conduct of our employees. Our reputation for the integrity and excellence
requires careful observance of the spirit and letter of all applicable laws and regulations, as well
as a scrupulous regards for the highest standards of conduct and personal integrity.
The continued success of Swash is dependent upon our client’s trust and we are dedicated to
preserving that trust. Employees owe a duty to Swash, its clients to act in a way that will merit
the continued trust and confidence of the public.
In general, the use of good judgment, based on high ethical principles, will guide you with
respect to lines of acceptable conduct. If a situation arises where it is difficult to determine the
proper course of action, the matter should be discussed openly with your immediate head of
the department and, if necessary, with the management, for advice and consultation.
Swash will comply with all applicable laws and regulations and expects its Directors, Managers,
Executives and associated staff members to conduct business in accordance with the letter,
sprit, and intent of all relevant laws and to refrain from any illegal, dishonest, or unethical
conduct.
Compliance with this policy of business ethics and conduct is the responsibility of every
employee & associated members of Swash. Disregarding or failing to comply with this standard
of business ethics and conduct could lead to disciplinary action, up to and including possible
termination of employment.

Business Diversity
The general objective of our business approach is to allow customers to have full access into
the project consistently. By dividing the projects into equal cycles, we are able to concentrate
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on all parts of the business in detail without you feeling affected. Your professionals are led by
our project analysts and experts to meet the progress easily and on time.
Throughout the years we have developed our product business process to a level where we can
truly assess the size and cost of a project ensuring that we are able to provide it on time.
Our Business Approach
Our key technical services advisors can assist you integrate your processes, requirement
analysis, design, integration and implementation, validation, installation and maintenance to
rightly follow corporate methods. Our key approaches include:





Design Work and schedule
Alternative Opportunity Evaluation
Business Forecasting
Process impact Analysis

Wide Industry Experience
Each of our strategic services executives are with decades of industry experience. Moreover,
you’ll have catch to business experts who bring profound understanding to organizational
priorities and process assessments.
To know how Swash’s business strategies are able to organize your business processes, also
maximize your tasks, contact.
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